**% collective beginning of the common enterp rise "

Adams inau gur ated as Colby 's 19th president

Clockwise fro m above: A student admires the ice sculpture of a
mug at the Colb y Cafe in the Pugh Center, President Adams sits in
the traditional inaugura l chair prior to being siuorn in at
Sa turday 's ceremony, international students lead the inaugura l
processional , tlw Blue Lights perfo rm in Foss Friday night,
folioxved hy the African Music Ensemble, and Loryn Traversi '02
and Stacy Erickson '01 pose at the inaugural ball Saturday night.
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By RYAN DAVIS
NEWS EDITO R
In

an

elaborate

ceremony

Saturday

in

Wadsw orth Gymn asium , William D. "I3ro " Adams

was formerl y installed as the 19th president in the
187-year history of Colb y College. Guests at tlie
first inauguration at Colb y in 21 years and the seventh since 1900 included former Colbv presidents
William R. Cotter and Robert Li. Lee Strider II ,
Maine
Se n a t o r
Ol ymp ic.
Snowe,
U.S.
Represen tative Tom Allen , Waterville may or
N els on Mador e, and re p resentatives from 46 colleges around tho co untry .
The ceremony beiv/in with a processional to the
music of the Portland Brass Quintet and included
the flags of all the countries re p resented b y Colb y
students and every member of the College 's faculty and administration. After a performance from
th e Chor a l e, the ceremony was officiall y opened
b y Jame s B. Crawford
'6-1, Chair of th e Board ol
Tru stees.
Crawford
introduced a series ot
speakers who welcomed
Adams to Co lb y.
Sn owe, wh o has repr esent ed
Main e
in
Congr ess s inc e 1979, the
y ear of the last Colb y
inaugura t ion , spoke first ,
"With
both
y oui
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hailing from tho Pi ne Tree State ," she told Adams ,
"there's no deny ing that you come to us with
impeccable credentials. I know I speak for all of us
when 1 say we couldn 't be happ ier lo officiall y welcome you back home lo Maine. "
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She also observed that over the course of
Colb y 's history "with each passing of the torch, the
torch grows bri ghter and Colby is enriched." She
encouraged Adams to follow the advice of the poet
Elizabeth Barrett Browning and "light
tomorrow with today."
Next, Allen, who like Snowe is up
for re-election this November, told
Adams that "Maine is extraordinaril y
proud of this disti nguished institution.
"We can only imagine where this college will go under your leadership."
After a performance by the Colh yKennebec Choral Society, Lee Famil y
Professor of Eng lish Cedric Bryant
welcomed Adams on behalf of the faculty. At the outset of his remarks,
Bryant observed that the antique hi gh-backed
wooden chair the new president traditionall y sits
in during the inauguration ceremony wns no
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p iece of furnitu re, it's pretty hideous."
Taking a more serious tone after
that, Bryant said "No one else can, or
ever will bc, the 19th president of
Colb y College. The installation of
President Adams is a new beginning
for all of us as well."
Speaking on behalf of the admi nistration , Dean of the College Earl
Smith , chair of the inauguration p lanning committee, first continued Ihe
^^^^^^ trend of many speakers in commenting on the Adams' ornate inaugural chair.
"I havo to say I like that chair," he said.
Over the past year or so, Smith went on, "Colby
has suffe red from an outbreak of transition anxiety
disorder...but I' m happy to say wo have recovered

nicel y and are now resting comfortabl y with Bro
Adams."
Student Government Association President
Justi n Ehrenworth '01 spoke for the student bod y
and shared his experiences working closel y
with Adams in the first
few months of school.
"We've
been
impressed with your
desire to listen, to hear
why we hold this institution so close to our
hearts," he said. "Now,
we charge you with the
task of not maintaining
Colb y 's excellence, but
increasing it. It 's quite a task— I hope you know
what you 've gotten yourself into."
Ehrenvverth concluded his remarks with a
promise from the student bod y.
"If you accept these charges," he said, "we the
students of Colby College promise that your pet,
Ped ro the Pig, will havo 181)0 students guarding
him with their lives fro m the barbecue pits of our
friends in Lewiston and Brunswick."
Also on hand during this part of tho ceremony
were Mayor Madore , who spoke for the city of
Waterville , Alumni Council Chair John 13. Devine
Jr. '78, who represented Colb y 's 22,373 alumni , and
Personnel Services .secretary Rosalie Meunier, who
spoke for the support staff.
President Adams was formall y presented to the
assembl y b y William M. Chace, President of
Emory University in Atlanta , Georgia. Ho and
Adams worked together at Stanford , where thoy

See ADAMS , continued on page 4
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Where there 's no
smoke , there 's no fi re
By BECKY SCHECHTER
MANAGING EDITOR

Red and blue lights from fire tracks
and police cars lit up the Alfond parking lot early Saturday morning, as officials responded to a call from Security
that there was a firein one of the apartments. Shivering students were
allowed to return to their rooms after
firemen and Security confirmed that
there was no fire, but that a fire extinguisher had been sprayed in die first
floor stairwell.
The fire alarm went off in the Alfond
Residence a little after 2 a.m. Upon
hearing the alarm,Alfond manager Bea
Farrell '01 checked the alarm system
display,which indicates the location of
the activated device, and lefthis second
floor room to investigate.
"I saw what looked like smoke," he
said. "It originated on the first floor and
drifted up to the second."
Farrell called Security and proceeded to tell'students to exit the building.
Other students who witnessed the
scene also believed the chemical fog to
be smoke.
"I came out of an apartment on the
third floor, and the stairwell appeared
to be full of smoke, and people w ere
coug hing who were coming up the
stairs, " said Laur a Thomason '03.
Thinking there was a fire, Thomason ,
along w ith many others , left the building via another exit.
"Basicall y it was a bunch of halfnaked people outside the building,"
said Thomason.
The Waterville Fire Department
arrived about 10 minutes after the fire

alarm sounded.
"We orig inally got a call that there
was a sprinkler going off and there was
smoke coming out of a room," said
Captain David LaFountain. of the
Waterville F.D.
According to procedure, the firemen
and Security officers thoroughly
checked the building.
"We verified there was no room on
fire and let everyone back in," said
LaFountain.
No evidence of a fire was found and
students were permitted to enter
Alfond about 20 minutes after the
alarm first sounded.
"As far as we know there was no
fire,"said Farrell. "But it caused a lot of
panic."
It remains unclear whether the fire
alarm was activated by the chemical
agents contained in the extiguisher, or if
the alarm was pulled by a student who
thought there was a fire.
"We're not sure," said Farrell. 'It
looked like it might have been [pulled]^
but we're not really sure if the fire extinguisher set it off."
The identity of the student who
sprayed the fire extinguisher may soon
be dear, however.
"Someone gave a name to Security
that night," said Farrell. "Ifs being
dealt with."
Dean of Students Janice Kassman
said that "a name has been brought
forth " and that Assistant Dean of
Students for Resident ial Life Ron

Hammond has talked to the student

who is not an Alfond resident, mmond
said that he was unable to comment , as
the investigation is ongoing,

f licker's

was pleased with the result of the
student ballot. He said the tremenSTAFF WRITER
dous student support of this stateColby students were asked to ment against discrimination, verbal
vote on whether or not a proposed or otherwise, should be "a credit to
statement of non-discrimination all of us." Ehrenwerth also noted
would be added to the Constitution that he expected
of the ,. Student Government that the amendAssociation on Wednesday, Oct. 11. ment's positive
When the student votes weretallied, message of tolerthe ballot attracted well over the 460 ance and resp ect
diversityvoters needed to approve the consti- for
would be so
tutional amendment.
The amendment affirms that it is widely accepted
the official policy of the SGA to pro- within the Colby
tect meipbers of the Colby commu- community.
"I don't think
nity from discrimination "based
we
were preupon sex , race, color, national oripared
for it to
gin, ancestry religion, age, disabilifail,"
Ehrenwerth
ty, sexual or ient ation, or acce ss t o
economic resources."Moreover, the said. "It would have been a tremenstatement declares that the SGA is dous shock."
Furthermore , when asked what
committed to the maintenance of an
environment " in which a diver se he believed such widespread suppopulation can live and work in an port of the non-discrimination
atmosphere of tolerance, civility and amendment said about the student
body, Ehrenwerth
mutual respect
•
replied, "I thiriieyit
for the rights
is indicative^- bf
and sensibili- THE OVERWHELMING
what it means to
ties of each
MAJORITY OF THE
be a Colby stuindividual."
dent."
The SGA 632 STUDENTS WHO
T a m i k a
found that the
VOTED
SUPPORTED
Gambrell
'03, hall
overwh elming
president
of
majority of the THE AMENDMENT.
Drummond
and
632 students
parliamentarian of
who
voted
supported of the amendment. Students Organized for Black and
Explicitly proclaiming that discrimi- Hispanic Unity (SOBHU), was also
nation of any kind would not be tol- influential in drafting the amenderated on -this campus, 614 Colby ment and organizing the student
students voted for the addition of ballot. Like Ehrenwerth, Gambrell
was delighted by the amendment's
the statement to the Constitution.
SGA President Justin Ehrenwerth popular acceptance.
"Many governing bodies hold
'01, who helped draft the amendnon-discrimination
statements
ment and supported its addition,

Inaugural ball a success despite lack of alcohol
B y SUZANNE SKINNER
BUSINESS IMANAGER

On Saturday Oct. 21, Colby held
its Inaugural Ball. The beautifully
decorated gym , live bands, and
student performances all contributed to a very entertaining
night. Students, profe ssors , and
alumni alike enjoyed this event.
"I thought it was fantastic; it
was a great success," said Student
Gov ernment Assoc iat ion Vice
President Mark Cattrell '01.
"I was very impr es sed by the
eff ort put into it ; it showe d Colb y
in a very pos it iv e way ," said
President William Adams.
"I had a great time and wish to
congratulate Bro Adams on his
inauguration, it was a blast," sa id
Mark Paustenbach '01.
The one thing that many faculty
and seniors agreed upon , however ,
was that the lack of alcohol at the

event might have detracted from

their having a good time.
Orig inall y,the planning cominit.ee
had arranged for there to be a beer
garden at the ball , but those plans

were later scrapped in favor of

making the event alcohol-free.
"We had a beer garden scheduled. All I know is that it was canceled ," said Sterling North, head of
Colb y 's catering department. "It
was Bro 's decision not to include a
bar," acjded a memlser of the cater• "
ing staff.
n Expecting this attraction, many
peop le were surprised and slightly
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"It's a ridiculous thing that we

don 't have a bar here, I'm glad I'm
retired ," said former English pro-

fessor Charles Bassett.
"I hnd a good time anyway,but
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within their importartt documents,"
Gambrell said.
Althoug h SGA representatives in
the past may have thought about
such
an
addition
to
the
Constitution, Gambrell believes that
the
outgoing,
supportive, and
active nature of
this year's SGA
helped to accomplish what was
prev iousl y left
undone.
"I have a lot of
faith in the SGA
this
year,"
Gambrell said.
Gambrell also
staited that she
believes students approved of the
amendment because it was meant to
be something positive that would be
applied for the betterment of the
entire community.
She was also pleased with the
amount of consideration most student voters applied to the voting
process. Many people tbo£ tfteir
time while vo ting to read throug h
the statement and to ask questions,
Gambrell explained. She is hopeful
that students recognize the time and
energy that was spent to create and
promote the non-discrimination
amendment. Gambrell also hopes
that the student interest she witnessed during the voting process is
indicative of the Colby community 's
concern and consideration for the
management of the College.
"I hope the amendment is something people are mindful of and not
just something that's there in the
Constitution." she said.
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Students cut a rug at the chem-free inaugural ball.
I th ink peop le would have been

there earlier and stayed longer if
there had been beer," s ai d Colin
Widener '01.
"I didn 't see as many professors
as I hoped and I'm wondering if
that had to do with the lack of alcohol ," sa id Bobb y Fleiss '01.
Having an alcohol-free event
was not an arbitrary decision.
"We were going to have wine
and beer in a special segregated
area," said Peyton R. Helm, Vice
President for development and
alumni relations, who was in
charge of the committee „ ,y, ho
planned, the bail. ;Whe_n, they decided to have this section, the committee assumed that there would
onl y be about 800 guests and that
the majority of them would be
over 21.
As the RSVPs were returned,
thoug h, it became clear that the
ball would be popular among the
entire student body. About , 1500
people said they would be, flfteiftj—
ing and three-quarters of these ,;

peop le were not legall y allowed to
drink. According to Helm, Adams
asked , "do we really need alcohol

to have fun?" He felt "it would

have seat a message that some
peop le are treated differentl y than

others."
"Given that most people in
attendance were under 21, it was a
good idea not to include a bar,"
said Adams.

Althoug h some peop le were
annoyed about the lack of alcohol ,

many understood the reasoning
behind the dry event and most
peop le concentrated on the great
time they had,, ratlier than on .He
lack of booze.
"I don't think it would have
been responsible for them to have
had (a beer gardea)," said Cattrell.
"I fully understand ,"
"Originally, I thoug ht it was
kind of funny (not to serve alcohol), but when I was actually at the
ball it seemed like a good idea,"
sfjjcj Zahra Khilji '02, a hall resident in East Quad.
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Gay rights rall y
Frida y
This Friday from 1:45 - 2:45
there will be a political rally in support of equal rights on the steps of
Miller Library. The rally is student
initiated, and supports Question
Six on this Nov ember 's ballot for
equal rights for gays and lesbians.
Guest speakers include State treasurer Dale McCormick, Diane
Campbell from the Equal Rights
Coalition, SGA President Justin
Ehrenwerth '01, and poetry readings by Professor Peter Harris and
Mandy Cochr ane '01.
On Sunday October 29th, at 7:00
pm, Professors Charles Bassett and
James Boylan w ill present their
annual Halloween reading in
Lorimer Chapel. The event is sponsored by the Senior Class.
According to the Colby website,
"Boylan (winner of the Bassett
Teaching award) and Bassett (winner of the Boyland teaching award)
will read from a variety of scary
stories, including a particularly
disgusting one about potatoes."
The event is free and open to the
public, and it is acceptable to come
in either costume or pajamas.

Bill Kovach
to receive Lovejoy
Award
Bill Kovach,who has been called
"a newsroom hero " for his unwavering prindples as an editor and
"the consdence of American journalism" for his uncompromisii-g
advocacy of high professional standards, will receive the 48th Elijah
Parish Lovejoy Award for journalism at Colby College in Waterville,
Maine, on Thursd ay, November 9.
The award, established in 1952,
is presented annually to honor
important contributions to the
nation's journalistic achievement
and to remember Lovejoy, an 1826
Colby graduate who was America's
first martyr to freedom of the press.
As the 2000 Lovejoy Fell ow,
Kov ach w il receiv e an honor ary
doctor of laws degree at 8 p.m. in
Colby 's Lorimer Chapel befor e he
delivers an address. The Lovejoy
convocation is open to the public.
Kovach, the son of Albanian immigrants who settled in Tennessee
(his father never learned to read Or
write), rose to editorial positions at
The New York Times, the Atlanta
Journal-Constitution and The
Washington Post. For 11 years,
until last June, he led The Nieman
Foundation at Harvard University,
which strives to elevatejournalism
standards throug h publ icat ions,
seminars , conferences and fellowships,
In 1999 Kovach published Warp
Speed: America in the Age of
Mixed Media with co-author Tom
Rosenst iel, a stud y of news coverage of the Clinton-Lewinsky controversy. He currently is chairman
of the Committee of Concerned
Journalists, whose mission is to
up hold the best practices of journalism , he works with the
Committee to Protect Journalists
and the International Consortium
of Investigative Journalists and is
.the ombudsman for Brill's Content
n.agas .ine for two years.
This year 's Lovejoy convocation , on November 9, falls on the
198th anniversary of Lovejoy's
birth and the 163rd anniversary of
his funeral. The valedictorian of
Colb y 's Class of 1826, Lovejoy
became America's first martyr to
freedom of the press when he was
killed In Alton , III , defending his
presses against a pro-slavery mob
he had angered with his anti-slavery writings,
The Lovejoy fellow is chosen by
a committee of distinguished
newspaper editors chaired by
Matthew Storin , editor of The
Boston Globe , and includes
William Milliard , former executive
editor of The Oregonian; Ann
Marie Lipinsky,managing editor of
The Chicago Tribune; Reno
Pederson , editorial page editor of
the Dallas Morning News; Colby
President William D. Adams and
chair of Colby's Board of Trustees

James B, Crawford ,

Grand Central
Calif
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First lady spends first Former presidents Cotter and
months preparing for
Inaugural Weekend

By JON SILBERSTEINLOEB
FEATURES EDITOR

In light of Inauguration
Weekend's celebration of Colby's
new president, William D. "Bro"
Adams, the Echo sat down with
Colby's first lady; Cathy Bruce, to
understand her agenda and to find
out how she is adjusting to Colby
life.
The presidential family came to
Maine in June, but because their
house was being renovated, the
family summered at Great Pond in
Belgrade Lakes and only moved
into the house shortly before students arrived in September.
Since then, the first lady has
spent the majority of her time caring
for her three year-old Carmen, who
attends a Montessori school, eleven
year-old Shaun, in fifth grade at
Albert Hall, and pulling the house
together for Inauguration Weekend.
This meant picking paint colors
for the house's interior, refurbishing
the house, moving in, arranging her
marionette collection,and caring for
their numerous pets. Though she
explained, "I love to fix up houses,
it's part of my artistic (predilection)."
Bruce has also been busy attending receptions with her husband
and particularly enjoyed "meeting
the students' parents."
Though the first part of the
semester has been spent "getting
close to much of the physical plant
and dining services staff," said
Bruce, students often stop by "out
of the blue to see Pedro," her 50pound pot-bellied pig that Adams
gave her two years ago as a birthday
present.
Bruce has many other pets
besides Pedro, including several
cats, dogs, a ferret, and birds.
"I always wanted a zoo of sorts
when I was younger," she said.
Many students and administrators may recall Mrs. Cotter's active
participation in the Career Services
Office. When asked how she intended to involve herself with the
School, Bruce explained she initially
planned to "assume the first lady
role of standing by her husband and
raising her two children—that's a
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Colby 's first lady Cathy Bruce

lot versus having a separate career."
Bruce expressed a desire to pursue her interest in art by taking
some painting classes next semester,
though she is "very new at it" and
extremely busy with the house and
children.
,j n As her children get older, Bruce
suggested she might get involved
with the Woman's Studies
Department or help out in the
Waterville community.
The first lady found it tough to
voice any complaints about the
College and said that Colby "seems
like a great place to get an education
with an emphasis on outdoor activities" but "it is difficult for me to
complain. I could see the arguments
I would get into with my husband—
-ifs hard for me to see myself in that
sort of role because I am a mother."
Bruce was born in Corning, New
York and grew up skiing at Greek
Peak, a local ski hill. Both of her
older brothers were ski racers and
so she quickly caught on. She
attended high school at Burke
Mountain Academy and joined the
U.S. Ski Team in 1975, competing in
both slalom and giant slalom. Bruce
skied for the team until 79 and then
skied professionally from 1980 until
1988 when she stopped at age 30.
When asked whether she would
be upset if her children chose snowboarding over her own winter sport
of choice, Bruce replied, "they can
be whatever they want to be, skiers
or snowboarders."
Bruce said she was very happy to
be at Colby. She feels Colby is very
well suited to her because of its
emphasis on the outdoors.
"I feel right at home," she said.

Strider on hand to welcome Adams
By RYAN DAVIS
NEWS EDITOR

Iwo of the most distinguished
guests at Saturday's inauguration
ceremony for William D. "Bro"
Adams were Colby's last two presidents. William R. Cotter, who served
from 1979 until graduation earlier
this year,joined by his wife Linda K.
Cotter, and Robert E. Lee Strider n,
who served from 1960 to 1979, were
on hand to welcome only the third
Colby president in the last 40 years.
Strider and Cotter set impressive
standards for Adams and future
presidents to follow. During
Stridor's presidency, Colby instituted Jan Plan (1962) and COOT(1975).
Both programs were the first of their
kinds in America when Colby started them, but are now more or less
standard procedure at many liberal
arts schools. Dana and the Hillside
dorms were built during Strider's
tenure, and he also helped enhance
programs in music, theater, dance
and .fine arts. As a result, Strider
Theater in Runnals is named after
him.
In the Cotter administration,
Colby abolished fraternities and
sororities, instituted the commons
system, built a dozen new build-

ings, including the student center
that bears his name, raised more
than $15C million in the Campaign
for Colby,and greatly expanded faculty and academic offerings.
After Adams' inauguration ceremony, during which Strider and
Cotter sat on stage alongside their
successor, the three men gathered to
be photographed together. The
inauguration marked perhaps the
only time in recent history that three
Colby presidents were in the same
room.
Waiting for the photographer,
former President Strider described
the second inauguration since he left
office as "A very exciting day. I'm
glad the traditions of Colby College
are being upheld. I'm very happy to
be here."
Cotter -was also excited to be on
hand for the inaugural weekend
events, which included performances and exhibitions from many
Colby organizations, a special
added set of blue lights illuminating
the Miller Library tower, and a fireworks display on the quad.
"It was just a wonderful weekend," he said. "Mrs. Cotter and I
enjoyed last night tremendously. It
was great to see Colby on display in
all its glory. I think President Adams

AMUY BURR/ THE COLBY ECHO

Former Colby Presidents Robert E Strider II (left) and William R.
Cetter at Saturday's inauguration
gave a terrific address today, and end he was sworn in, such as musitalked about some important priori- cal performances and academic lecties. It was very inspiring."
tures, "but nothing quiteas wonderAsked to compare the 2000 inau- ful" as the program of "The Colby
guration with his own in 1979, Difference."
Cotter said with a laugh, "I don't
"I do remember we didn't have
have the vaguest memory . of my any fireworks," Cotter said.
inauguration." He added that, "the
Strider and Cotter have set the
warmth of the greeting, was very standard by which all future Colby
similar. It brought back warm mem- presidents will be judged. If Adams
ories. There is a richness of tradition is able to accomplish even a fraction
that was carried on today."
of what these two men did during
Cotter recalled that there were their terms, Colby will be in good
some inaugural festivities the week- hands for many years to come.

Napster debate highlights inaugural $cience forum
By JENNIFER CARLSON

Liedtke by stating that "the bulk of
traffic that travels over Napster is
illegal," and any illegal act must face
the consequences of law. He also
attacked the campus' excessive u se
of the program,
saying that "it is
not fair to those
who use Netscape
for educational
purposes."
Fleischman
noted that Colby's
Internet "pipe" is
overwhelmingly
dominated by students who simply
want to download
music from Napster, which has led
to the upgrading of the connectivity
to the Internet. However, the
upgrade is only a temporary solution to an ever-growing problem,
according to Fleischman.
Liedtke retorted, saying "censorship is not the way to go" because
"it is difficult to do." Also, if Colby
or other institutions resort to censorship, "what's next after Napster—
banning books?" Liedtke suggested
that "a balance can be struck,"
between the users' access to the site
and between those who look to the
Internet for educational reasons.
The fact that "all corporate networks are banning Napster" helped
Fleischman defend his vote for censorship. Large companies realize the
problems caused by similar programs and to avoid persecution by
law have prohibited access to
Napster altogether.Fleischman said,
"If only legal traffic was using
[Napster], we wouldn't have bandwidth problems," and suggested
that Colby follow the example set by
corporate businesses.
Liedtke disagreed that the college should limit access, arguing
that either "the government should
regulate the use (of Napster), or let
the user regulate their use."
Y; Fleischman claimed that having
students regulate their own employment of Napster is not the answer.
After the e-mails distributed to all
students by Information Technology
Services regarding the "pipe" dilem-

director of band activities and
music, the discussion featured
Michael Liedtke '01 and Eric
To. Napster or not to Napster? Fleischrsian '02 as the opponents.
Liedtke opened by presenting his
That was the question posed Friday,
argument
in favor of letting stuOct. 20 as part of the "Science and
dents
have
free and unlimited
Technology" theme of "The Colby
access
to
Napster.
He agreed that
Difference" during Inauguration
Napster
is
primarily
used-illegally,
Weekend. Held in Dana Dining
but
"that
doesn't
matter"
and that
Hall, the celebration gathered many
Colby
"should
not
disrupt
use" of
students, faculty, and visitors eager
the
site.
Liedtke
daimed
that
to proto view cutting-edge computer systems, hear both techno and a cap- hibit use of Napster would be an
pella music, and attend the Napster infringement on the right to freedebate, all the while enjoying an dom of speech.
In addition, he argued that as the
amazing dessert bar worthy of
population grows and more people
Einstein.
Among other events in the become Web-literate, a need for
communications"
Science and Technologyseries such •"maintaining
worldwide
will
justify
file sharing
as a multimedia presentation and
communities
like
Napster.
Liedtke
the display of remarkable student
reasoned
that
to
limit
access
to such
research posters, the much-contestcommunities
would
be
"censoring
ed Napster issue drew much audipeople" and their rights in general.
ence attention and partitipation.
Fleischman, arguing for the cenIntroduced by Eric Thomas,
sorship of Napster, contradicted
STAFF WRITER

Students organize rally for gay rights referendum
By BROOKE FITZSIMMONS

officials, President William Adams, and the
media. Both Channel 5 news and the Morning
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
Sentinel will be covering the event. Funding for
Tomorrow on the steps of Miller Library, the the rally has been made possible by a five thouColby community will join citizens of the sand dollar fund that is availabe to students each
Waterville area to wage a fight for equal rights in year for gay and lesbian activities, which Dean
what promises to be demonstration of political Johnston is in charge of.
Students have also received a great deal of
activism on this campus. The political rally,
which will take place for only one hour, from 1:45 support from the Maine Coalition for Equal
p,m. until 2:45 p.m. in the center of campus, is an Rights, which has rented a Waterville office on
effort to distribute information and gain support Main Street. The Coalition will be sending its van
for Question Six, which will make it illegal to dis- from the Portland office to distribute
criminate against anyone based on his or her sex- information on the referendum to specta- HR
tors at the rally. The students hope that
ual orientation.
Right now in the state of Maine it is legal for peers, faculty, and members of the
gays and lesbians to be fired, rejected for jobs, Waterville community will turn out in
large numbers for
housing, and credit, based on
tomorrow's rally, as
their sexual orientation. RIGHT NOW IN THE
well as on Nov, 7, to
Supporters of Question Six
cast their votes in suphope that by passing this refer- STATE OF MAINE IT
port of the referendum.
endum, this type of discrimi- IS LEGAL FOR GAYS
"We hope this event
nation will no longer be tolerwill
show that memAND LESBIANS TO BE
ated in the state of Maine.
bers
of Colby and
The organization of the FIRED, REJECTED FOR
Maine
residents do
rally for equality has been an
suppor
t
equal
rights ," said Jill
entirely grass roots effort at JOBS, HOUSING. AND
Diamond
'01,
a student from
Colby, first started by the stuCREDIT, BASED ON
the Art and Oppression class
dents in Professor of English
involved in organizing the
Phyllis Mannocchi's Art and THEIR SEXUAL
rally.
Oppression class. For the past
The goal of tomorrow's
sever al w eeks, the class has ORIENTATION.
rally is to Encourage not only
divided the tasks of making
members from town, but also
this demonstration a reality at
students at Colby, to register to
Colby. Whether it has been gathering in the
vote
Nov.
7.
Colby
students, even if they a re from
loung e of Mary Low to make picket signs at
out
of
state
are
considered
Maine residents while
night, stuffing mailboxes, se cur ing feature d
making
up
roughly
1,800 possible
at
school
,
speakers , maki ng phone ca lls, writing press
,
wh
i
ch
would
go
a
long
way
in pass ing the
v
o
tes
releases, or spreading the word in the communireferendum.
Recently
Bates
College
also held a
ty, everyone has had a han d in making this
rally for Question Six' to convince students to regimportant event possible.
Tomorrow's rally has als o gained th o support ister to vote in Maine this year,rather than voting
of several businesses in town, wh ich display rally by absentee ballot in their own states.
In 1997, an act to prevent discrimination was
signs in their establishments, Colby faculty, local

passed and signed, but was repealed by people's
veto in February of 1998. The Christian Civic
League of Maine protested that the act would
give "special rights" to people of different sexual
orientations.
"We are not asking for special rights, rather we
are asking that all people regardless of their sexual orientation be granted human rights. Gays and
lesbians are people, and it is time that they be
granted these basic rights," said Amy Reznitsky
'02, one ot the students helping to support the
movement
for
equal rights.
This year's referendum has been
ratified in order to
make it clear that it
is not special rights,
but rather equal
rights that are at
issue for gay, lesbian, and bisexual
people in Maine.
The bill contains
specific statements
to clarify what it does not do. In summary,the bill
does not allow for sexual attraction to a minor by
an adult, require any school to promote or teach
sexuality or sexual orientation, establish any affirmative action based on sexual orientation, oi
require employers to provide domestic partnership benefits, These were some of tlie issues
which opponents of the referendum argued
against in 1997, which have since been cleared up
in the rewriting of the bill.
Dale McCormick, the state treasurer and a
pr ominent lesbi an figur e in Maine, will be speaking at tomorrow's rally as w ell as SGA pres ident
Justin Ehrenworth '01, Diane Ca mpbell , a representa ti ve of the Equal Rights Coalition , and
Director of Creative Writing and Pfofessor of
Engl ish Peter Harris , who will be giving n poetry
reading,

mas cau sed by the program, Colby's
"Napster traffic remained virtually
unchanged."
The last aspects of the issue disputed in the debate were the music
industry and the
artists
themselves. Liedtke
agreed
that
Napster's domination
of
Internet connectivity was die in
part the fault of
the industry's
greedy commercialism.
"The
marketing
of
crap—of music from Britney Spears
or the Backstreet Boys" keeps people who are interested in less mainstream artists from easily downloading music files. Fleischman
argued that illegal use of Napster
must be stopped because "the
artisf s creation is their own property," and such music theft "is not fair
for the artists."
Sarah Martin '01 attended the
debate and commented, "It was
very interesting to hear different
perspectives."
However, neither view helped to
sway Martin's own belief that "regulation is not the answer" and the
school's "Napster (use) is going to
continue." Martin feels that "the
record industries will have to
change their ways on how they profit off of music."
As most are aware, the Napster
debate continues not only at Colby
but in the courtroom as well. The
company was brought to court by
the Recording Industry Association
of America (RIAA) and die band
Metallica on grounds of copyright
infringement. Founded in May 1999,
Napster soon ran into trouble, and
in early Ju ly of this year the company's opening statements were heard
in a case still pending. "The world's
leading file sharing community"
managed to spur a likewise fascinating debate here at Colby,making for
a simultaneously intellectual and
entertaining evening of "Science
and Technology."
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ADAMS:new president swornin
Continued f rompage !

sentatives of certain neighboring liberal arts colleges. Your names will be
were both professors, and at called shortly."
Wesleyan, where Chace was presiTaking die role of the augur,
dent of the college and Adams was Adams said that "many of the omens
hovering about this remarkable
his vice president.
"This is the perfect moment to tell enterprise of ours are most encouragBro Adams exactly what I think of ing. I don't think it would be stretchhim," Chace began. "You are now ing to say that in some ways, things
expected to ascend, taking Colby have never looked more promising.
"The most encouraging omen of
with you. Everyone wants you to go
on - and do better than they did. I all, of course; is the level of interest iri
know you will. You will bring to the education we provide," he said,
Colby your own sense of excellence, referring to the steadily rising numand your ability to recognize the bers of applicants, even though less
excellence of others... You will make than two percent of college students
in America attend small, residential
good things happen around you."
liberal arts colChace also
leges like Colby.
praised Adams'
Adams then
"exacting intellidiscussed his congreat
gence,
cern with!what he
e n t h u s i as m
called "the eromixed with great
sion of the ideals
stamina, eagerand practices of
ness to stretch
liberal learning,"
mixed
Colby
caused by the
with a firm
influence on colits
respect for
leges of finandal
,
and
traditions
concerns, "the
above all, the
moral and ethical
sense that a good
conundrums crelaugh can carry
ated by the inforus all farther
mation technolothan any expresgy revolution"
sion of worry. I
and other factors.
envy you your
"The practice of liberal learning in
prospects.I'm delighted that this very
good place found you, a very good the broader context of American
higher education is in decline," he
mem. Bro, just do it."
Adams
was
formally
,
said.
With that
Nevertheless, "the Colby of this
sworn in by Crawford '64, Chair of
the Board of Trustees, and Adams precise moment, so admirably strong
and attractive is something everyone
delivered his inaugural address.
"First and foremost, I'd like to associated with it, students and faculthank every member of the Colby ty, administrators and staff, trustees
community for inviting Cathy, Sean, and alumni, parents and friends,
Carmen and me to this good place," should view with enormous pride."
Adams then discussed what he
Adams said. "We are very grateful
called the three virtues of Colby: conand proud to be among you."
! Adams discussed the strange his- fidence (which "springs from the
torical similarities between Colby excellence of the educational experiand Bucknell University in ence tve provide"), aspiration ("this is
Lewisburg, Fenn., where he was pres- a place that must aspire to be better"),
ident untilearlier this year. Both were and community ("it is a place , of
friendliness
and
founded by Baptists, he said, and remarkable
Bucknell's second president was a warmth."). In spite of these virtues,
faculty member at Colby before Adams observed that maintaining
departing for Lewisburg.
and advancing Colby's excellence can
"That particular debt has now only be the result of hard work.
"I look forward to that work, and
been repaid," Adams said.
Adams described the inaugura- to the many other challenges large
tion ceremony as "a collective begin- and small that accompany this
ning, or more precisely, a re-begin- office," he said in conclusion.
ning of the common enterprise. It is a
After the speech, the Chorale led
moment that leads us rather natural- the assembly in singing the school's
ly to think about our most fundamen- alma mater, "Hail, Colby, Hail," and
tal commitments and the ways in the Portland Brass Quintet played
which we currently keep them."
during the recessional.
Adams observed that the root of
Adams and his wife. Cathy Bruce
the word "inaugurate" had to do greeted guests in a receiving line.
with auguration, the interpretation of Asked by the Echo how he thought
signs and portents such as the entrails the ceremony and, the inaugural
of birds
and¦' sacrificial
victims in weekend festivities had gone, Adams
• ¦ • mil
anrient times.
replied, "I thought it was wonder"Wishing to leave no stone ful."
unturned," he said, "the inaugural
"1 was very impressed by the
committee has today arranged for effort put into it. Showed Colby in a
pigeons, and the sacrifice of the repre- very positive way," he added.
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Gho&iy haw
By ERIKA THORESON
STAFF WRITER

•;

Halloween is fast approaching and many
Colby students are preparing for a day of cheap
Wal-Mart costumes and decorations. However,
the active imagination might not have to roam too
far. from die Colt»y campus to find frightening
Halloween inspiration. In fact, strange and some:
times supernatural ,events are rumored to have
taken place-in.seemingly ordinary campus buildr
ings.
The first campus building subject to provoke
intrigue and speculation is the Colby College
Guest House, Hill House. According to the
recorded historical background of the building,
when Colby's 15th President, Franklin Johnson,
and the.trustees voted to.relocate the College, in
June of.,1930; VVaterville . residents feared that
Colby might move from the banks of the
Kennebec River in Waterville to another tity. In
response, Watervilleresidents raised $100,000 and
purchased approximately 600 acres of land on
Mayflower Hill for the new campus. .
The previous owners of the land now called
Mayflower Hill were the Morrell family. Five or
PHOTO BY ALAN NYIRI /IRI STUDIOS
more Morrell families had lived on and farmed
Simple theater,or home of ghostly activity? Runnals has been shrouded in mystery since it
the land where Colby now stands. The Colby
was
constructed and is ru^iared to be the hotne:of. (i;i/j oung.female ghost.
Guest Houstfis the only original structure that
ferfiairis since the property changed hands.
rocking chairs.
the JXunrials ghost. While napping in the lobby of
• ''
Formerly the home of Jbsiah Morrell, the Guest
The Runnals Performing Arts Center is the sec- Runnals, Luth explains that he felt a hand on his
House was constructed around 1850 and original- ond building on campus subject to rumors of shoulder. Without opening his eyes, Luth said he
ly stood behind the present site of the President's supernatural activity. Although the building was reached over and felt a form kneeling next to hum.
house. In 1947, the building was renovated and once a women's union and gymnasium, Runnali. However, when he opened his eyes, he discovered
moved to its current location behind, the Wales is now the current home of the Department of nothing as if the presence had "disappeared as
TennisCourts.
Theater and Dance. It contains the Strider Theater, soon as it had come."
Yet, as President William D. Adiams explains in
the Cellar Theater, the dance studio, a few
"This whole thing could be a dream, I don't
'¦"* "* '
the official Hill - '- "' ¦;
classrooms, and the Smith' "Lounge that is krio-vr,' but it seemed so real," Luth said.
House inforinatjbn ^ LUTH SAID HE
often used for seminars.
JSJ6ah"Charney' '02/ reported that hd and a
al brochure, the
When asked about the rumors of friend were recently walking between Coburn
Guest House's basic REACHED OVER AND
Runnals' haunting, Adjunct Associate and Woodman at about 11 p.m. Looking up and
structure was left FELT A FORM
Professor of Theater and Dance Richard pointing to three second floor windows, he
intact and these
Sewell replied, "Theaters are the most tra- remembers saying, "there's Smith Lounge, its
"original timbers KNEELING NEXT TO
ditionally haunted places next to grave- haunted, you know." At that exact instant, the
are all that are left of HIM. HOWEVER, WHEN yards." He also noted that there are always lounge lights flashed on and off about four or five
the old structures on
strange noises present in theaters and that times. Frightened, the two ran off into a nearby
HE OPENED HIS
Mayflower Hill."
it is common for hair to stand on end when dorm.
According
to
alone in Runnals late at night.
Discussing the matter later on, the two realized
Carol '"" Welch, EYES, HE
The various rumors of a ghostly pres- that only the middle and far right windows lad
Assistant n to the DISCOVERED NOTHING ence in this building include much more been illuminated. The next day they went to
President
and
—p . than just the occasional creaking door or investigate and discovered that all the shades had
supervisor of Hill AS IF THE PRESENCE Runnals' general spookiness. In fact, many been open. They also pulled all shades down to
House accommoda- HAD DISAPPEARED.
students involved in performing arts at see if that could have been the cause. Yet, they
tions, "all kinds of
Colby or those who spend a significant found that the curtains do not completely cover
weird things have
amount of time in Runnals insist that the windows and there should have been an cuttaken place" in the building. As the oldest build- friendly,but sometimes frightening, ghosts haunt line of light still visible through the left-hand wining on campus and the only remaining link to the this campus building.
dow.
land's previous owners, the Hill House is certain"We think thafs the
"All the theater people know that
ly a site of suspicion. Although supernatural Runnals is haunted," said Elizabeth
corner
she killed herself
The various
activity is entirely a matter of speculation at this Frankel '01.
in" he said.
point, Welch declares that numerous unique visiWilliam
Finally,
Frankel and numerous other stu- rumors of a
tors have stayed in the Guest House and many dents explained that the ghost is a
'01
dedared,
Tackaberry
ghostl y presence
strange situations have occurred there throughout woman who allegedly hung herself in
"I have in fact seen the
its 18 years at Colby.
the Smith Lounge upon discovering in this buildin g
ghost."
Welch recalls one incident in particular in she was pregnant. Stuart Luth '01 said
According
to
which a woman came to Colby to work in the she is usually "a very good ghost" incl ude much more
Tackaberry, the ghost
administration department and temporarily who sometimes "comes and watches than j ust the
appeared to him last
resided at the Hill House. The woman participat- performances." However, there are
year while he was alone
occasional
ed in strange practices, which often frightened many reports of strange activities.
in Strider Theater and
and perplexed the Colby custodial staff. After
setting up for a dance
Frankel recalled several instances creakin g door of
fishing in a nearby river, the woman kept the live of file cabinets opening and closing
concert. Walking on the
fish in several large wash buckets within her small for no reason and said that she has runnals ' general
catwalk above the stage,
single bedroom. Each day the custodial staff also heard of a woman's face appearing in spookiness.
he says he glanced at the
discovered fish entrails in the garbage and noticed the paint and decorations used for set
enclosed control booth
terrible smells permeating the house.
and saw a face staring
desien. Luth also insisted that stuAlthough eccentric guests do not exactly lead dents and faculty have experienced this ghostly out at him through the glass.
to conclusions about the presence of ghosts at the presence in the form of doors opening for them or
Whether or not the Colby community chooses
Hill House, Assistant Supervisor of Custodial shutting after them and breezes blowing through to believe these reports of allegedly supernatural
Services Jerome Elliott recalls that many members places "where they shouldn't arid when they activity, it might be wise not to rule out the possiof the custodial staff issued complaints of strange shouldn't." Lutli said that the stories he has heard bility this Halloween. An occasional odd noise can
noises within the building. While cleaning the of odd experiences and even ghost sightings from be explained away as Halloween fantasy, a buildempty Hill House during the early morning, sev- people he trusts. "They swear up and down" that ing's boiler, or just paranoia, Yet, there are many
eral custodians insisted that they heard the they really felt or saw the ghost,he said.
who suspect that something more mysterious is to
pounding of typewriters and echoing sounds of
Luth even reported a personal experience with blame.
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Opinions E<Htor. Geoff Ward

Inaugural weekend brings but tine
best in Golby
This past weekend's 'Golby Difference' was a thorough showcase of
Golby'talent. The inaugural celebration was Colby at both its finest and
most extravagant, and the weekend was a lot of funY .
What was the most fun was that we were entertaining ourselves, as
several student organizations, faculty, and staff all participated. The festivities began Friday evening in a "block-party" format. Events ran
simultaneously in Dana, Foss, and in die Page Gommons Room for about
two and a half hours.
It is difficult to think of Dana, Foss, and Cotter Union as neighborhood
blocks, but that is basically what it felt like,as onlookers were able to visit
and enjoy exhibitions, performances, and demonstrations from the different facets of Colby life. Each venue featured multiple programs and, an
added bonus, a variety of dessert options.
The Foss carnival showcased Colby's arts and humanities community.
Five musical groups, including both student-run and college ensembles,
and the Colby Dancers performed on the main stage of the dining hall.
The side-show included face painting, pifiatas, arts and crafts displays,
tattoos, and photos with a cardboard cut-out of President Adams.
The audience at the Mary Low coffeehouse was entertained with folk
and ethnic music performed mainly by faculty, but also by students.
From inside Foss one could view the:martial. arts demonstration, and
after the performances, join the bagpipe procession to Miller.Although
the seating and acoustics in both venues were not perfect, the events were
well-attended and enjoyed.
Cotter Union's theme was Service, as Colby's activities with the community were on display. Attendees viewed a variety of Colby's community service projects, including the American Dreams class videos,
numerous service booths and a Colby Volunteer Center 'walking scrapbook', while listening to the songs of the Colby Eight and the Colbyettes.
The nearby Pugh Center was converted into the Colby Cafe, featuring
live performances, cappuccino, coffee-dessert bars, and a display of
books by Colby authors.
Dana dining room celebrated advances in many aspects of sdence and
technology. Biology and chemistry presentations were interspersed with
techno and a cappella music performances, with the finale featuring a
technological debate over the future of Napster. The evening concluded
with a fireworks display followed by a dance behind Roberts Union.
Saturday's inaugural ball proved to be magical for many students,
who, given the opportunity to dress-up, went all out and had a great
time. Thank you, inaugural committee, thank you, for giving us the
opportunity to celebrate ourselves, share with each other, and get pampered at the same time.

scripture
Jeffrey Calareso
There's an essential film out now
by Spike Lee called "Bamboozled,"
It's slowly creeping out of the big
cities and into the rest of America.
This, against the wishes of the timid
and ignorant film critic pool, who
have largely failed to recognize their
own whiteness.
Last week I was in New York City
and had the chance to see this "controversial" film about a modem-day
television minstrel show.
First, let me say that this film is
only controversial in that it is an
important film. It does not push
satire to the point of zealousness nor
does it stray particularly far from the
simple reality of black people in
American entertainment; it doesn't
need to.
As I assume most of you haven't
seen the film, I'll quickly summarize: the lone black writer for a
floundering television network is
charged by his white boss with creating a hip new urban comedy, He
comes up with a scheme to produce
a minstrel show,blackface and all/ in
order to emphasize how preposterous black representation in television and other media is. He expects
to be fired. Instead, the show is a
tremendous hit, igniting a wav e of
blackface-wearing Americans of all
races to mimic die slave-era racial
stereotypes the show features.
In due course, th is show destroys
the lives of the wr iter, the actors / and
others linked only by the ir sk in
color. Meanwhile white people, such
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mony. It is like showing up to an
event for the food and not to support the; event. As an alum, and not
a wholly patriotic alum at that, lam
estimated that about 800-900 people disappointed by the behavior of the
attended the event. Of that/ 200 student body. If you .don't care,
were faculty,and special guests and then who will? If do not show the
delegates. The numbers should president that , you are an active
have been more like 1,800. It was community, then how can we be
glaringly obvious that you were not convinced thai,t you . care about
there. It begs the questidhi "How changing and being involved in
can we take students seriously what , your education and lives at
when they do not show their Sup- Coljby.ape like?
_ Y; vYY
port and do not kriow their obliga- 1 Inaugurating a new president,
while not a world event, is an
tions?"
y "; - ~
I heard that the inaugural ball important thing for Colby College.
was well attended, and I would President Adams will help to shape
have to say that to go to the ball what kind of people attend Colby,
and not tb the inauguration itself is the course of education,, and how
like showing up to a wedding others view the college's reputation
reception and not going to the cere- and ultimately you as alumni. To

in short, SAD. The bleachers
AiiiTTia
to students: was,
were empty and die seats were only
by guests and faculty. We
shqw yor support filled
ordered 3,500 pfogramsr and -we
On Saturday, October 21/ 2000
President Adams was inaugurated
in the Harold Alfond Athletic
Center. It was a nice ceremony on a
beautiful day. However, I would
like to comment on one gaping flaw
to the otherwise great weekend-the
lack of student support at the inauguration. In a major Colby event
such as a presidential inauguration,
I was appalled by the small showing of student support for President
Adams. It seemed that only student
that did show up were those participating in the event-either in the
choir, the procession, and ushers. It

not show support for a new member of the Colby community is
rude, in poor taste, and very disappointing for those who work here,
who are alumni, and (I imagine) for
the new president.
For those of you who missed it,
you can view President Adam's
speech at
http: / / wrww.colby.edu J president / inaug^speech.shtml.
For
those students who did attend to
see the ceremony and who parties
pated in the event, you did a great
thing-the singing was excellent, the
speech was inspiring and it wasnice to see the few students show
their support,
Karen Oh '93
Office of Communications

Bush unqualified, stupid, and generally no good

The privatization of Social Security would
to the tune of 60 cents a day. This is a basic
pattern; with.Bush . In. 1999, Texas had the be costly (not to mention stupid , but that
largest bud get surplus;in the1State's history, should be obvious by now). Bush's chief eco$6.4 billion. Bush worked t6 pass a $1.6 bil- nomic advisor, Larry Lindsey, in discussing
lion tax cut. By the summer of this year, 90 the transition costs of Bush's plan said,
Geoff Ward
percent of the record surplus in Texas was "reductions in the guaranteed amounts of
gone. Bush cares about tax cuts, not sound benefits that will go to plan participants are
fiscal policy, and what he's done in Texas is absolutely obvious." So I will say it. Bush's
Election day is a mere 12 days away, so exactly what he'll try to do to the rest of the system would remove any guarantees from
the system, reduce the benefits of those on
here it is, footnotes and all, my last plea with country, and it'll ruin us.
Beyond the tax cuts, let's assume for a Social Security, and cost over $900 billion
you to vote for Al Gore and work to make
dollars in transition costs
sure that George Bush is not our next presi- moment that Bush's "fuzzy
over the first 10 years. Bush
dent. I understand that many of you may math" does add up and he AS MANAGING
want to make a statement and vote for can implement some of his
doesn't seem to be too much
Nader, but just remember that any vote for other programs. First, the '-' PARTNER OF THE
of a fiscal conservative; he
military.
He
wants
to
is
just
seems to be supportive
Nader
.
TEXAS RANGERS
of taking money away from
essentially a vote for Bush in such a close increase Pentagon spending
to Reagan-era levels, even BUSH TRADED
people who really need it.
race. Keep that in mind on Election Day.
Bush's plans will do
though he doesn't know SAMMY SOSA. NOW
Ok, back to why Bush is a moron.
Much of the material in this column is where any ; of the countries
nothing positive . for this
country, but by being pereither from or inspired by a book entitled "Is we would be dealing with THERE'S AN
sonable and friendly he has
as the network boss, can borrow and Our Children Learning?" The Case Against militarily are located. I have
INTELLIGENT
somehow
duped
the
steal from the black people repre- George W. Bush by Paul Begala. It's a won- trouble believing any of
American people into thinksented, and not be adversely affect- derful book, and I suggest that if you are con- Bush's claims about military BUSINESS MAN.
ed.
sidering voting for Bush, you read this book "readiness" when he seems
ing he'll be a good presito lack a basic understanddent. Don't be fooled! In
"Bamboozled," in my opinion, is first.
of Shakespearean quality. Perhaps
My basic case against Bush is that he's too ing of foreign policy and military issues. One this week's Newsweek, Jonathan Alter, in disgreater, because Lee is not merely stupid to be president. There's not much of of his father 's top foreign policy advisors, cussing the debates says "of the 12 presidentelling a powerful, tragic/ comic an argument against this. He's made it obvi- General Brent Scowcraft told the Boston tial candidates who have debated in fall camstory, his moral is intensely and dis- ous plenty of times that he lacks the mental Globe, "Is he comfortable with foreign poli- paigns since 1960, he (Bush) was by far the
turbingly telling about American and intellectual capacity to be president. And cy? I would say not." When questioned least impressive on substance ." The only real
culture.
the simple fact that the hei ght of Bush's intel- about the NATO fighting in Kosovo Bush decision Bush has had to make so far was his
Lee has been derided as a lect is constantly in doubt should tell us responded, "Uh, I support winning." Now, poor choice of Dick Cheney as his running
"reverse racist" for his views of something. As Begala states, "The very fact there's some bold foreign policy. Bush admit- mate. Back in Jul y, Newt Gingrich told the
white people as expressed in his that the question is asked presupposes the ted to the Manchester Guardian Weekly, five Washington Times, "Cheney's voting record
films. I would simply state that the answer."
months after the air strikes had begun, "I do was slightly more conservative than mine." Is
often-negative critical reaction to a
But I won't be so superficial as to make need somebody to tell me where Kosovo is." it even possible to be more conservative that
new Spike Lee Joint is directly attrib- this the only basis for my
Then there is education, Newt?
utable to Lee's effectiveness at mir- case against Bush. To reall y MY BASIC CASE
He also has a very poor record as a busiDespite his claims, Bush has
roring white society from a black show why he can't possibly
done nothing to improve nessman. The only success he experienced
perspective.
get elected we should look AGAINST BUSH IS
education in the state of was a direct result of his family name and the
For example, in one of deeper into his p lans for the THAT HE'S TOO
Texas. The Fort Worth Star- fact that his fa ther was in a presidential
"Bamboozled" most effective country and his record as
Telegram reported, "A administration for 12 years. Begala states,
STUPID TO BE
scenes, Lee presents us with a televi- governorreview of the record indi- "But for Bush to claim he's been a success in
sion commercial for "Timmi
First, let's take a look at
cates that the state's most business is like one of those early NASA
PRESIDENT. THERE'S ,; important school reformsHilnigger," a thinly veiled parody of Bush's campaign promises.
chimps claiming he flew in outer space." As
a white fashion designer. In the comHe has proposed $1.9 tril- NOT MUCH OF AN
including standardized tests managing partner of the Texas Rangers Bush
mercial, the white designer is justif y- lion in tax cuts. He wants to
and other accountability traded Sammy Sosa. Now there's an intelliing his "from the ghetto" credentials increase military spending ARGUMENT AGAINST
measures-took root long gent businessman,
while hardly-clothed black women because of worries about our THIS.
You can just ignore some of what I've
before Bush moved into the
/_.__
1«
*!»«_
.
gyrate sexually and black men, military
readiness,*# »W
Mansion, written here as partisan rhetoric , but I hope
ne 1'nas
Governor 's
dressed in Master Hilnigger's said he will increase educaEducation experts, and even instead that you will really take the time to
clothes, respectively and submis- tion spending to levels above what the Bush aides, say that his predecessors are look at the candidates and take into considsively confirm the white man's Clinton administration has done. He wants more responsible for improvements in Texas eration who will be the best president.
authority.
to partially privatize social security. And he education." Actuall y, BUsh did call for elimi- Because that's what it really comes down to.
If you think about it, the frighten- has promised to balance the budget and nating,vclass-size .limits in Texas because it It doesn't matter who is nicer or who has the
ing majority of black women in tele- reduce the national debt. Now that's a lot to infringes on local control. Another bold pol- better personality, what matters is who has
vision commercials or music videos do, but gr a n t ed G or e has pr omised to d o a icy initiative.
the experience to be p resident, who is intelliare mostly nak ed an d re duced to lot with our budget surplus as well. What it
The only real plans Bush touts for improv- gent enough to b e pr esident , a nd who we
bare carnality. Meanwhile, a black comes down to is a can did ate 's ability to ing national public education involve want making critical decisions for this counman Is either "stra ight outta implemen t h i s program , wheth er or not the "accountability. " Beyond that he wants to try. As Al Franken, in an Oct. 26 Rolling
Comp t on" or trying to be white. budget numbers add up, and his policy pri- implement school vouchers , which would, in Stone article entitled "Is Bush Dumb?" statRare is the intelligent black person orities.
my op in i on, ruin the public education sys- ed, "The question I've had for months, espeindependent of the slave mentality
Bush' s clear pr ior ity in this campaign is tem this country is based on. Gore calls for ci all y when Bush was ahea d in the polls , is,
or the pressure of whiteness,
his record tax cuts. Cuts that would go main- the test ing of new , teachers. Bush doesn't, how cou ld Americans think that George W.
"Jhls ip^t .simply deleterious to .ly,,tg,the, top one percent of the tax bracket, Gore wants to Tiire" 10,000 new teachers. Bush was the man for our times?"
' - Bnd_ .d6little to benefit real working families. Bush doesn 't, Tlie list goes on, but above all ,
S&ffiBVILS , ¦.
Geoff Ward is the Echo Opinions Editor.
According to the Mew York Times, Bush' s tax Gore wants to strengthen the pu b li c school
continued on page 6
cuts would benefit average working families system , Bush d oesn 't,
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Family Circus not funny, must be stopped
By WILLIAM SCHMIDT and

does n't make sense. If you think I'm exaggerat-

ing, try reading it. For example, even when the
DREW BUSH
Family Circus does (almost) make sense, it still
isn't funny. Or even close to funny. Unless, of
One advantage of writing a bi-weekly column cou rse, you find a small girl exclaiming, "In
in any publication is that it gives us the opportu- Winter no one should Brrrrfooted" humorous in
nity to address critical social problems, to combat some way. If so, we suggest seeking some form
the great evils of culture. That is why, ^--msb^ !»»»-,_ of professional help.
trace
as journalists, our conscien
Another favorite technique
|B|w
force us to rally forth against
H^^^m. of The Family Circus is to
one of the most vile,!
^^^^M
the long and winding
deplorable, elements off
path . Billy takes to get from
^^^^^P
American culture: The
^^^^^point A to point B. Folks, this
Famil y Circus.
llllP^ isn't humor. This is a sick and
The United States is ho
twisted plot to make us torture ourthousands upon thousands of brilliant artists, selves as we try to roiiow tne pointless patn. A
writers, and satirists. Tragically, many of these comic of this nature serves only as an exercise in
geniuses never get a chance to make their pro- frustration.
found work known, as they drown in a dismal
What could explain this incredible ineptitude
swamp of publishers and an uninterested public. of humor? Perhaps, it 's the fact that Family
So why, while these splendid minds waste away, Cir cus is wr itten by Bil Keane. Having someone
does every newspaper in the country publish the
so extreme in their views try to write something
' : ' ¦. "'¦'. -• '¦¦;
Family Circus?
that appeals to the senses of humor, of most
I know you've read The Family Circus. Americans is absurd. Just imagine Ned Flanders
Chahces are, however, you don't remember it. starring in Austin Powers. It just wouldn't work.
No, you probably don't pull out a saved copy of
Let's take a look at a specific comic. In one
the Family' Circus to cheer you up when you're comic, Billy rides a rocking horse while exclaimfeeling down. That is because The Family Circus

ing "Mommy, do you need anything at the store
while I'm out riding?" Admittedly, this almost
makes sense. I suppose some poor deluded child
could mistake his fantasy play-world for reality.
But this isn't comedy. This isn't even mildly
amusing. In fact, this comic serves absolutely no
worthwhilepurpose. No human being can derive
any form of enjoyment from this comic.
If you can think of a single reason that the
Family Circus should exist, please tell us...I didn't think so. We wonder how author Bil Keane
can sleep at night. Does he toss and turn,
writhing with the guilt of knowing he makes his
living writing worthless, meaningless excuses for
comics. Or does he smugly smile every evening
as he reflects how he becomes wealthy by writing
completely humorless drawings.
So we encourage everyone; bust out your
pens. Please, please write in. We need to free the
minds of the comic readers of America. And,
while you're at it, make sure to attach some letters for Joe Bornstein so we don't have to watch
any more ambulance-chasing lawyer commercials.
Will and Drew are bi-weekly columnists for
the Echo.

DEVILS: "Fresh Prince" racist
nity in Philadelphia and placed into
the uber-white Bel Air. The family
blacks. It is psychologically destruc- he lives with is made up of affluent
tive to whites as well. Let's look at blacks, but they are not African
one example: "The Fresh Prince of blacks, They speak and act like
B$l Air," This was a popular sitcom white people. In order to achieve
from my younger days. It was also success, they have assimilated into
the only predominantly black show white society. Smith's character, the
to be a hit with white audiences at only one to retain his blackness, was
the time, But look how black people also the clown, the minstrel, the
are represented in the show.
fool.
Will Smith plays what is essenThe family also had a British buttially the grateful freed slave, taken ler, as so many rich television famiout of his deplorable black commu- lies do. But the British butler neces-

Continued from page 5
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sarily was black. Therefore the black the television.
These images are so detrimental
as servant role was fulfilled. The
butler was also the source of com- to the majority race because blacks
mon sense on the show. If everyone aren't the majority, because we live
is black, then the closest to intelli- in segregated neighborhoods and go
gent must be the British (read: most to segregated schools. Lacking the
personal contact that can eliminate
white) character.
Living in a predominantly white these xenophobic stereotypes, w«
neighborhood, this television pro- are raised ignorant and mentally
gram was for several years my most monochromatic. Fundamentally, as
accessible exposure to black people. Americans, this is preposterous.
I don't need to be a member of the
Klan or a neo-Nazi to be a particiJeff Calareso is a weekly columnist
pant in racism. I need only turn on for the Echo,
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As the final voices singing
"Oh, Canada," finished, and all
the "Hail Colby, Hail" had
drained out of the converted basketball court William D.
"Bro" Adams was finally
inaugurated
as
our
19th
President. Around his neck was a
large medal proclaiming his mandate to rule. Behind him was his
giant wooden American Gothic
throne (actually I was informed it
is a Romanesque chair, sorry
Bryant), It was strange — I
expected at any moment f or
angels to appear over his head in
order to sing his praises.
The weekend had been so
classy; not one mullet ha«d been
sighted anywhere on Colby's mr.nn-wl. _t p muld T __p _ ri« _PR _ *_ >rit
immaculate
white
mule
campus
and
waited until the
e v e r y o n e THE IRIDESCENT
last Siamese cat
seemed to truly WHITE MULE WAITED
had bowed to
enjoy all the
the pig and
w e e k e n d ' s UNTIL THE LAST
then, in all its
events. Finally,
sterile beauty,
SIAMESE CAT HAD
after the longest
the mule moved
metaphor ever BOWED TO THE PIG
forward to the
used in a speech
edge of the plathad
stopped AND THEN, IN ALL
form, and knelt.
running, after ITS STERILE BEAUTY
Its head bowed,
Bro had talked,
the mule let out
and everyone THE MULE MOVED
such a chilling
else had had FORW/ARD TO THE
bray that the
their say, too,
hairs on my toes
the inauguration EDGE OF THE
stood
up
was almost over, PLATFORM AND
straight and a
Even later as the
few of the ones
final professors KNELT.
on my neck
put away tneir
began to cry.
flasks and asked their significant
At this, the pig rose from its
others to drive them home, as the throne and the stoic look became
last lone lone freshman left the a paternal smile. In a deeper
dance floor having lost her date voice than I expected from a pig,
hours before, as the last table dec- it solemnly thanked the audience
oration made its way back to and then, the firelight moving
someone's room, it was finally strangely across its hairy chin
over. The fireworks, the bag- making the scene almost superpipes, the Colby Difference, the natural, the pig reached behind
trustees, and the thousands of its little chair and took out a
bags of sand with little candles in wine glass. Raising the glass the
them were all done and it was pig proclaimed a toast to Colby's
¦¦¦'
finally all over. O.K., the future.
Ponderosa went till late, but
Miraculously all the other aniother than that it was all over.
mals seemed to also have glasses
It was then that I am afraid to. of wine,- champagne,beer, martiadmit I witnessed the true inau- nis, Manhattans, Jim Beam and
guration. I had just come out of a ginger ale, gin and tonics; or
taxi and was making my way some other alcoholic drinks and
from the Apartments down to in a bizarre ritual they all toasted
who knows where, when out of to Colby College's health and
the corner of my eye I saw a light future. Strangely, I was no longer
on Runnals Hill. Curious., I made scared but simply apprehensive.
my way through the woods
I fled the strange animal scene,
towards the light to the open made it home safely, and woke in
field. I paused at the edge of the my bed the next morning.
woods, staying hidden in the
After the crazy weekend
shadows on the edge of the field. everything returned to normal, as
In the middle of the top of the normal as it gets around here,
hill, under the clear starry night and I think we can all be content
raged a bonfire such as has not and feel safe in the knowledge
been seen on the Colby campus that Colby will be in good hands
since last year 's graduation as long as pigs still drink wine.
when the seniors burned that
couch, It blazed up towards the
Zack Kahn is the A&E Editor for
heavens lighting the night and the Echo.
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flickering eerily around on the
dark woods.
Next to the fire ox a raised
p latform, stood the enormous
Romanesque chair upon which
Bro had sat and upon that chair,
in a smaller wooden chair specifically designed for a pig sat
Pedro. The pig had a stoic look
upon his pink face, and with it lit
by the fire, to my tired eyes it
looked truly awesome. Around
the fire moving in a slow quiet
rotation were cats, goats, sheep,
horses, cows, Golden Retrievers,
Great Danes, Labradors, and various other animals were moving
slowly past the raised p latform
upon which the pig sat.
Each animal would slowly
bend its knees and move on
down the hill gathering in an
ever-larger biomass of animals,
eerily silent.
Finally an end appeared in the
line and the last of all the animals appeared: a bright, almost
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"Blue Heart" opens in the Runn als Cell ar
Like many experimental theaters,
"Blue Heart" did not have a large
FRANKEL
budget. T&D productions usually
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
have a set and costume designer,
but, in this case, the company,led by
Tuesday, the Department of
Wing, assistant director Stacy Reid
theater and Dance opened Caryl
Erickson '01, and costume coordinaChurchill's "Blue Heart," directed
tor Meg Stone '01, came up with its
by Joylynn Wing, in the 50-seat
own design ideas. For example, each
Cellar Theater in Runnals Union. It
cast member proposed what he
will run through Saturday, playing
believed his character would wear,
nightly at 7:30 p.m., with a Saturday
and Stone ensured that the group of
matinee at 2:00 p.m. The play is comactors looked like an ensemble.
prised of two one-acts, "Heart's
What could have been a shortcomDesire" and "Blue Kettle"
ing became an asset as the lack of
In the first play, Brian (Stu Luth
designers gave the actors an oppor'01) and Alice (Emily Bridwell '02),
tunity to contribute to the producaccompanied by Brian's dotty sister,
tion from another angle.
Maisie (Lauren Schaad '01), await
The company includes Brei
the momentary return of their
Brantley '04, Bridwell, Elder,
daughter, Suzy (Rachel Merrick '03),
Danielle Fornes.'Ol, Amy Greenberg
from an extended stay in Australia.
'03, Hepburn, Luth, Merrick, Daniel
The play is continually beginning,
Mondragon, Schaad, Becky Sharp
rewinding and changing course.
assistant-director
Wing,
'02,
Sometimes it takes the tack of a murErickson, stage-manager Meghan
der mystery, other times a melodra'02/
assistant-stage
Foley
ma, but the course is clearly and
manager/costume
coordinator
delightfully theater of the absurd.
dramaturg Liz Frankel '01,
Stone,
PHOTO COURTESY OF COMMUNICATIONS
"Blue Kettle" could be called natlighting designer Chesley Davis v 01,
uralism if it did not have a nasty case The cast of Caryl Churchill 's "Blue Heart" rehearse in Cellar Theater. The p la y, directed by J oy lynn
and sound designer/technical direcof the language virus. The dialogue Wing,will be performed Thursday, Friday, and S aturd a y night w i th a mati n ee S aturday afterno on.
tor John Ervin. (Also acting in die
weakens as the play wears on, with
The rehearsal process for "Blue show is Wing's eight-year-old son,
Most would concede that name."
more and more words being
This is largely due to the fact that Heart," like the play itself, was a Eli, who makes a brief appearance,)
replaced by "blue" and "kettle" until Churchill is one of the most influenAll shows are currently sold out ,
the characters speak lines like "T b k tial women British playwrights. Churchill is prolific and not easily break from the norm. First, the 11 but you can stop by Runnals any
actors
were
initially
cast as a compak k k 1?" This question is asked by Wing, who considers her to be pigeon-holed. Churchill is a feminist
time to put your name on the waitMrs. Plant (Kristin Elder '02), one of among the two or three most impor- and a socialist who frequently tosses ny.Individual roles were handed out ing list, located on the ledge of the
the many older women Derek tant living playwrights, explains tradition to the breeze and plays after a week of improv exercises. The box office. Unclaimed tickets will be
(Michael Hepburn '04) cons into that "you can't pick up an interview with structure. Absurdism is often five-week-long rehearsal process distributed to those waiting in the
believing that he is the son they gave with a playwright writing in the an undercurrent,but in "Blue Heart" was treated as an "experimental the- lobby 15 minutes before show time.
ater lab."
year 2000 without reading her ifs a tidal wave.
up for adoption.

By ELIZABETH

Fdk music, percussion , and "Wakin g the Neighlxxs 'Vat Coffeehouse
By MICHAEL GREENBERG

had a wonderful, intensely moving
sound, and one listener responded to
STAFF WRITER
the set by saying "If you put out an
album,
I'd be the first to buy it." At
Both Foss and Dana dining halls
least
one
other listener thought the
bustled Friday night with inauguration
same,
indicated
by the little girl who
entertainment but Mary Low coffeerepeatedly
hopped
on stage to dance
house showcased a slightly more subaround
the
musicians'
legs.
dued brew.Professors,members of the
Following the quartet, Carter
Waterville community, and students
who desired a relaxing atmosphere Professor of Mathematics Tom Berger
ana
visiting
filled with good
Professor
of
beverages, snacks, Beginnin g with the
Mathematics Bill
and great music
Berlinghoff took
packed into the familiar bob dylan
the stage to present
tight space in Mary tune "blown in the
'
a Friday addition to
Low to hear a varitheir
weekly folk
ety of localmusical wind" , the duo
sing-along
on
acts.
people
encoura
ged
lUesdays.
John Kuehne,
They asked the
UNIX workstation to sin g or, if th ey
audience to come
Administrator at
out and join them,
I n f o r m a l i o n didnt feel so
as they would love
T e c h n o l o g y inclined , to sit back
to gather new
Services, kicked off
and
drink
their
tea.
m
a t e r i a l .
the hour and a half
Beginning
with the
with his erouo.
Bob
^miliar
Dylan
tune
"Blowin'
in
composed of violin, viola, guitar, and
The
Wind",
the
duo
encouraged
peomandolin. The quartet played some
folk, Scottish Reels, and Appalachian- pk *> sing or, if they didn't feel so
style tunes to, unfortunately, a rather inclined, to sit back and drink their tea.
small audience, (People gradually The next son8 appealed to the tea
poured in after 8 :00 p.m.) The group drinkers, as it was appropriately titled

"Anti-sing-along song." "The Garden
Song," complete with Pete Seeger's
new lyrics to convey the difficulty of
cultivating soil in Maine, came next,
followed by some originals by people
Berlinghoff had met in his travels. The
banjo and harmonica trio set the
down-to-earth standard for the
evening, immediately followed by
several originals by Associate
Professor of History and Director of
Women's Studies Elizabeth Leonard.
As members of the Jazz Ensemble
lit up Foss Hall, "Waking the
Neighbors," a trio composed of Ted
Wallach '01, Alex Lear '01, and Scott
Friedman '01, filled the cramped space
of the Coffeehouse. Strangel y
announced as Waking the Dead, the
group responded by saying, "Well, we
have been known to do that." That
name foreshadowed the performance,
as "Waking the Neighbors" ultimately
shut off their amps and microphones,
which were too loud for the space.
They played a combination of covers
and originals in three-part harmony
with guitar, including "Far From
Home."
Finally,the evening concluded with
two multicultural acts: Jordan Benissan
and his drums, and East Asian Studies

PHOTO DY AMITY DURR/ TUB COLDY nCMO

Broadway Musical Revue performs in Foss Friday as pa rt of "The Colby Difference. "

By MANGO CHIN

simplest events on campus , but on Friday
night , I know I wasn't the only one loving the
j» , STAFF WRITER
"Colby Difference ,"
Y|
No question about it, I was all about the
jy ^ What' s better than aqua cotton candy,
i ; • jlcooby-Dootattoos , nnd music to shake your , Fosa carnival and the musical performances
' yv'lrump to? Hmm , ¦., . besides the greatest 1 pn the moinstage , , Attd what better way to
v
a Colby a ' ¦cappella
* , ;im>vle ot all time? {Fight Club ,' people. Go out ' '' start the evening but with
' v . : Si; . . ; .
. . .. . . ' ;,
:!
. ..
.
:
:
*w>up?
,Y
much,
i
this
weekend!)
Not
Yes,
I
arid wnUt
I' vey $or to' be honest: the Blue Lights
. am a freihoian who la easily amused by the
never cease' ' to delight me with their conta-

•Professor Guth "The Art of the
Japanese Tattoo " - Bixler 154
4:00-5:00 p.m.
•Dlwall: Indian Festival of Lights
- Page Commons Room Cotter
Union 7:00-9:00 p.m.
•"Monster Mash" Costume Bash
- Spa Cotter Union 9:00 p.m.-l:O0
am,

: Saturday , Oct 28
•National Make a Difference
Day - Dana Lawn 12:004:00 pm.
•Department of Theater and
Dance at Colby Presents Blue
Heart by Caryl Churchill - Runnals
Union Cellar Theater 7:30
•Sri Lankan Dance Troupe Page Commons Room Cotter
Union 7:30 p.m.
•Music at Colby Series
Lorimer Chapel 7:30-10:00 pm
•Harpln Wood - Mary
Coffeehouse 8:00 p.m.

-

Low

Sunday , Oct. 29
•Halloween Extravaganza Pugh Center Cotter Union 12:007:00 pm
•Kandyan Dance Workshop Runnals Union Dance Studio 2:005:00 pm.
•Annual Halloween Reading Lorimer Chapel 7:00-9:00 pm,

Tuesday, Oct. 31
•Folk Music Gathering - Mary
Low Coffeehouse 7:00-9:30 p,m.
•A Cappella &SHOC (Alcohol
Week) , Page
Awareness
Commons Room Cotter Union
8:00- 10:00 pm,

PHOTO BY KELLY MARTIN / THE COLBY ECHO

Students were entertained in the Coffeehouse Friday night by
Profess or Leonard and many other musical acts,
professor Tamae Prindle and Ramon
Managad from dining services who
played folk music from Japan. The center of the room opened for dancing as
Jordan began drumming with a number of his students, and several students and adults enjoyed the stead y,
complex beats. The show was complete with a light show (i.e. repeated
flips of the light switch in tlie hallway),

and some students wandered in from
Foss for a second dose of Jordan's skill.
Prindle and Managad played a few
vocal and instrumental runes from
Japan, though they unfortunately had
to compete with the bagpipers right
outside the window. Despite the distraction, however, many listeners
stayed to the end of the show to enjoy
the relaxed musical atmosphere.

Foss inau gura l activities excite , entertain

r , ',!' :

Friday, Oct. 27

gious enthusiasm. I could be snapping my time: "Phantom of the Opera,"
One of the biggest attractions of the night,
fingers like they do all day, and I'm pretty
sure I'll never sound that good , look that the Faculty/ Student Jazz Ensemble made it
fine, or have as much fun as they do singing to Foss for some much-anticipated horn-tootfor an audience. Rocking the house with their ing. At this point, the place was packe d, and
versions of "Steal My Kisses" (Ben Harper, I remember somebody s ay ing, "Hey lookl It's
eat your heart out) and Alabama's "Hurry," BRO!" Could it have been the actual Bro
the guys in ties baptized the Foss stage, You A d ams in the cr ow d, or the cardboard verknow you 've d one well wh en y ou've gone sion specifically produced for the "Pictures
with Bro " booth? That may
and mad e a coun t ry fan out
rema in a mystery t o me, but
of a New Yorker.
Into percussion much? AND THAT'S WHEN let it be known that the J azz
Ensemble did an amazing job
The
Afr ican
Mus i c THINGS GOT A
with their energetic feel and
Ensemble would've mode
musical charisma.
you quite the happy LITTLE NASTY.
And that 's when things got
camper, as it di d for many
THAT IS, NASTY
a little nasty. That is, nasty
audience members (includwith the Backstreet Boysl
ing a few mothers with tod- WITH THE
Being a Colby Dancer myself ,
dlers) who made it to the
BOYS! I think we became one with
front and wiggled their BACKSTREET
j
all that is Backstreet. Who
bodies in ways I didn 't
think were anatomically possible. So even if could resist the power? Following the Colby
you weren 't into percussion , witnessing the Dancers , the Broadway Music al Revue sang
effects on other audience members was and did some of their own moves (with
bright feather boas ) to some Broadway
equally, if no t more , intriguing.
And jus t when thin gs started speeding favorites.
And let us not forget the Bagpipe
up, Gavin Garner '01 and the Colby
Handbells slowed the audienc e down into a Procession to Miller. It would' ve reminded
comforting qu iet. Not a big fan of bells in me of the New York City St. Patrick 's Day
general / I was pleasantly surprised to find Parades in which I was bru tally forced to
that they are, in no way, aggravating when march for miles in the freezing cold, but the
chimed at differ ent pitches. (Who would night was fax too starry and clear to ever
have thought? ) And only adding to my complain. Even the little candl e-lit bags that
newly-fou nd appreciation of handbells , I were carefull y aligned on the walkways were
found myself humming along to the theme of awesome, Staying in to study on a night such
one of my favorite Broad way shows of all as this? I think not.

(SoaeAj'

choice

A Song f o n Sfenna
Maeetna

By Pablo Neruda
If silence is asked for when taking
leave
of our kin who return to dust,
I am going to nsk for a sonorous
minute,
for once the whole voice of
America,
only one minute of deep song
I ask in the honor of the Sierra
Maestro.
Let us forget men for now:
for now let us honor this soil
which hid in its mysterious mountains
the spark that would burn In the
prnirles.
I celebrate the rough groves,
the tough habitat of the rocks,
the night of indecisive murmurings,
with the flickering of the stars,
the naked silence of tho forests,
the enigma of people without flags:
until all began to throb,
bursting into flames like a bonfire.
The Invincible bearded men came
down
to establish peace over tho land,
now all is bright but then
all was dark in tho Sierra Maeitra:
thus I ask for this unanimous
minute
to sing this Song of Protest,
I commence with these words
so that they bo repeated in America
"Open your eyes offended people
there Is a Sierra Maestri every
where."
-from Sonti.of Protes t
tyipma Wtrif da
TrMMls fM by Migtit) Mgarf n, 1976

" '

"Scary Movie "-s for
your "Fright Night "

Bar Review

Storm in ' The Chez with Sarah

By SARAH BELANGER

mate, and a sizeable group of alumni.
reserved in their dealings with women, i.e., the
This w asn't just a random trip to The Chez, girls that I was with. One man walked up to my
STAFF WRITER
we were there for a reason. Motor Booty Affa ir, a roommate, made a rude comment about her
band
that played Colby last spring, was malking breasts, then offered her money for her "serthe
fabled
Chez
over
I
visited
one
or
its penocne appearances at
vices" , There was
I
know
that
that
Weelend.
Yes,
Alumni/Family
The
Chez.
Had
it
not
been
for
the
nothing about her
't
I
h
a
v
e
n
written
le
of
weeks
a
go
but
w as a coup
My
,
I'm
b
a
nd
not
sure
if
I
would
have
,
friend
from
home
that "would lead anythat
as
a
member
of
the
feel
and
I
about it yet
been
there,
but
Motor
Booty
is
one
to think that she
wh
i
ch
was
s
o
w
o
n
d
rou
s
l
y
community,
Colby
still in her catholic
They're
all
done
up
in
outgreat.
was
a streeitwalker. I
Difference"
festivCol
b
y
"The
dur
i
ng
celebrated
mean, she was wearities, it is my duty to enlighten you. Now, I landish afro-wi gs , cr azy pl atf orm sch ool girl attire
ing jeans and a conwrote about Champions with the insinuation shoes and colorful satiny jump- (prob ably not a good
servative tank top.
(OK, flat-out statement) that the place was suits, and they cover lots of disco
This
guy . j ust
ll sorts
sketchy. But let me tell you , Champ ions has and funk classics. It's basically just idea) got a
great music to jump around and
seemed to think it
nothing on The Chez. Nothing.
of comments from men was okay to propoHere's the difference: Champions has a dance to.
We got there and paid the cover clos e to twice her
sition her. My friend
crowd of local high school kids and college kids
ch
a
rg
e
t
hat
I
th
i
nk
wa
s
about
five
from home , still in
scope
out
the
who show up, drink a few beers,
AGE.
bucks,
each
got
a
Bud
Li
ht
and
g
her
Catholic School
While
not
everyone
opposite sex, and dance.
then
made
our
way
to
the
dance
Girl
attire (probably
Champions
is
part
in
it,
taking
sees the humor in
floor.
As
an
aside,
there's
a
regular
a
good
idea)
got
all
sorts
of
comments from
not
cannot
harmless. I
bar
at
The
Chez,
but
there's
men
close
to
twice
her
age.
All
I
can say is that I
also
same
say the
EVERYONE WAS FIRED UP kind of a mini-portable one where w as glad that I was a part of a large group
that
thing about The
you can get beers. The choices are was predominately male..
Chez. I showed BY THE MUSIC AND HAVI would never go to The Chez with just a girlup at The Chez in ING A GREAT TIME, BUT IF Bud and Bud Light. Anyhow, we
were there to dance our pants off friend of mine. I would strongly discourage anya caravan of peoand we did just that.
one else from doing the same. I feel that it'rs,just
p le coming out YOU STOPPED AND SORT
Everyone
was
definitel
y
f
i
red
not a great idea. However, if Motor Booty Affair
the
from
OF
LOOKED
AROUND
AND
music
and
having
up
by
the
a
there again during my tenure at Colby, I'm
great
plays
Lakehouse. Mitch
time.
But
if
you
stopped
and
sort
of
all
over
it. My roommate also tells me that on
'01, ABSORBED YOUR SURHauptman
looked
around
and
absorbed
Ni
your
Ladies'
ght you-get a free carnation and Jell-O
of
Champ ion
IT
WAS
A
ROUNDINGS,
s
urround
i
ngs
,
it
was
a
little
scary.
shots
for
a
dollar-fifty. The Chez carries her seal
Desi gn a t e d
The
crowd
is
totally
different
from
of
approval,
as it does Professor Bassett' s, who
Dr iv ing, was kind LITTLE SCARY.
Champ
ions
and
ranged
more
Ln
the
told
a
student
this summer to visit it for a good
to
drive
a
enough
late 20s and UP ranSe- l literally anthropological study of Waterville ni ghtlife.
bunch of us over
With all that said, I had a great time there, it
in his large, red, sport utility vehicle that carries had t0 %ht for dancing space with these two
around moie Colby students than the Jitney. The women who were both old enough to be my was well worth the money I paid to get in,- and I
whole group of us consisted of Mitch, myself, mother. Not that this is terrible, but it was kind would go again. But safety is in numbers and I
encourage all of you to round up a bunch of
my best friend from home, (who had previously °f °^ d.
What
was
really
disturbing
was
the
fact
that
your friends (preferably a few burly males) and
been traumatized by a Cowboys and Catholic
there
were
a
lot
of
men
there
who
were
not
storm The Chez.
School Girls party in the Apartments), my room-

Must see TV remains strong Diversity Celebrated
By MELV LADERA

the same time slot with "The Simpsons." I
guess this is why the VCR was invented.
Other characters to watch include Ed's
best friend Mike (Josh Randall) whose relationship with his wife (Jana Marie Hupp)
will provide some interesting storylines.
"Ed" airs Sundays at 8 p.m, on NBC.

STAFF WRITER

***** A must-see, who cares about homework
**** A good stud y break
*** If y ou don 't have any homework, might as

well

** If nothing else is on
* Don 't bother, not even worth the energy to

"Friends"***

change the channel

"Friends" returns this season as strong as
ever. This show is one of NBC's solid performers in content and ratings, and since the
cast commands those high salaries the show
is expected to remain that way.
The basic theme of this new season is the
engagement of Monica (Courtney Cox
Arquette) and Chandler (Matthew Perry). I
think it is great that the spotlight is off
Rachel (Jennifer Aniston) and Ross (David
Schwimmer) for once. Arquette and Perry
now get a chance to shine.
The show st arted off gr eat w ith its season
premiere. Monica's obsessive behavior and
Chand ler 's wisecracking and . subtle
demeanor complement one another as they
prepare for the wedding. This duo is creating
more laughs than ever. The rest of the friends
help build the backbone of die show. As the
wedd ing is planned out we will also get to
see how the pairings of Rachel and Joey
(Matt LeBlanc), and Ross and Phoebe (Lisa
Kudrow) develop as they end up rooming
together, As the front-runner of NBC's Must
See TV lineup, "Friends " is currentl y living
up to its expectations. If this wedding can
keep us glued . "Friends" will probabl y
become a mainstay for a couple more years,
"Friends" airs Thursdays at 8 p.m. on NBC.

"Ed" ****

This new comedy is the breakthrough
program oi the season. While our television
sets are flooded with either serious dramas
like "Law and Order" and "Providence," or
full- fledged comedies like "Friends" and
"3rd Rock from the Sun", "Ed" is a program
that comes in between. It is an adorable
comedic drama that has the potential to
entertain a broad audience.
The show has a unique storyline. Ed
Stevens (Tom Cavanagh) is a former big city
lawyer who realized that his life was going
nowhere. His wife cheated on him and he
was not enjoy ing his job, so he packe d up all
of his stuff and went back to his old hometown to pursue a high school crush (Julie
Bowen) and purchase a bowling alley.
"Ed" has a nice balance of seriousness
and humor. This comedy has a good sense of
realism and it has enough laughs to keep one
entertained. Cavanagh also reminds me of
Jon Stewart of "The Daily Show ", in both
appearance and humor.
"Ed" is from the writers and producers of
"The Late Show with David Letterman". The
onl y problem with this show is that it shares

e
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P0ULIN & ASSOCIATES EYECARE CENTER
166 Silver Street
Watorville . ME 04901
(207) 873-3500

Diwau, the Indian Festival of Lights,will be celebrated on Friday October 27 aL7 p.m. in the Page
Commons Room. The celebration includes a variety of
performances from the Colby community. There will
be classical and contemporary Indian dance, and
music featur ing th e Megalom aniacs and West A f ric an
drumming. Delicious Indian delicacies provided by
Hi Bombay Restuarant will be served. Family and
- <
friends most welcome.

William I. Henderson . O.D.
Chailcn. Keating, O.D,
Philip R. Pouli n, O.D.

O

I
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Halloween draws near and as the
trick-or-treaters roam from door to
door, hoping that their bags will be
heavier than their own bodyweight by
the end of the night, we all ponder
what we should be doing on that night.
Since the holiday falls on a weekday, most of the festivities will be celebrated on the previous weekend. On
that weekend we can all enjoy the costume parties, the pumpkin-carving,
the haunted hayrides, and the candyeating. The movie theater is also
expected to prosper this coming weekend as films like "Blair Witch 2" and
"The Little Vampire" join "Lost Souls"
and "The Exorcist" to create a festive
array of choices.
Another great way to spend the
spook y holiday is to rent a good horror
film, which is an activity that can be
spent on the actual day of Halloween
as well as on the preceding weekend.
TKere is nothing like spending a night
with a group of friends, a bowl of
candy corn, and watching someone
have their innards ripped out. There
are several delightfully gruesome films
at the video store. The best ones are
often the most unexpected. Here are a
few suggestions for a good fright
night.
The
recent
video release of
" F i n a 1
Destination" is
surprisingly very
well done. The
film is about a
group of students
and a teacher that
cheat death after
one of them has a
premonition that
the plane they
were boarding
was going to explode. Circumstances
caused the seven people to leave before
the plane before it took off. Not surprisingly, the plane did explode and
they survived, At least they thought
they survived. Throughout the movie
the characters find out if they really can
cheat death. Although on the outside
this movie looks like another "Scream"
or
"Urban
Legend",
"Final
Destination" actually has few similari-

ties with today's horror flicks. This
movie doesn't have a costumed maniac with a blade gutting everyone in
sigfit and doesn't rely on sexual scenes
to draw an audience. Instead, it creates
the feeling of suspense in a very
detailed manner.
The s creen shots
and background
music are wellplaced, adding to
this effect. "Final
Destination" is
sure to make you
jump.
If y ou wan t to
see the world
through the monster's
eyes,
"Ame rican
Psycho" is definitely for you.. In this
movie we follow the character Patrick
Bateman (Christian Bale), as his sanity
repeatedly derails. Unlike a conven-'
tional horror flick, "American Psycho"
allows the audience to follow around
the killer. Throughout the whole
movie, the audience gets to see
Bateman go through the trials and
tribulations that his mind deals with.
This is an intuitive film that leads people to question what goes on in their
own minds.
"Cherry Falls" is a movie that was
recently aired on the USA network. It
would probably be best to warn you
that this film is incredibly gruesome.
The cast is virtually unknown, but the
movie is fast paced blood and gore. Ifs
"American Pie" meets "Scream". The
film has humorous sex scenes and
bloody murders that will make you
jump. It has blood, guts, guns and
orgies. But, be warned, "Cherry Falls"
is not a movie for the weak-stomached.
If you would like to watch a classic,
try Alfred Hitchcock's finest films, the
original "Psycho" and "Vertigo". Both
are movies that create a great sense of
suspense. If you are looking for blood
and guts these films are probably not
the right choice. Instead, these films are
old-fashioned drama. They succeed in
the mystery aspect of the horror genre.
These are but a few good suggestions that you can enjoy on the night of
Halloween. There are several to
choos e fr om, but be forewarned these
films may hot be for all viewers. Until
next Halloween, enjoy your fri ght
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Management consulting at Mo Kinsey otte rs a phenomenal range of possibilities. With each project you choose to
work o n , you'll be challenged land stretched is a result of the sheer diversity of each secto r. From day one , you'll inert.
u.rth some of the most informed and talented 'people in business today. Whichever ' route you choose , the
opportunities are exceptional.
You 'll apply your intellect to solving the most complex and stimulating issues of the moment . But m wont expect you
to have all the answe rs . We wi ll actively encourage , support and develo p you , which Is why so many go on to achieve
so muoh with us.
We go out of our may to create the rewards and environment that will attract exceptional people with a first-rate
academic record - leaders , outstanding probl em solvers and incisi ve thinkers ; ideally, as a minimum , you will have a
8 A degree in any disci pline (those with liberal arts and science degrees are as weloome as business and finance
majors).
For more information and to apply, please visit our website , The application deadlinedtotaber 26,
Gbnta et Informatl cin:
,
Rhonda Aike n Rj onJter
Zh&ng \Jflr »" V*ng. Anoolat *
73 Park Plaza, Bbitoa MA 02116
55 B.it 52nd Stroo t' Nw York, W 10022
(617) 753-2059
(212)446-7291
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Wome n's tennis
pleased with seaso n

DEVASTATOR
OF THE WEEK
Owen Patric k '01

By SUZANNE SKINNER
V

Patrick was sensational at the Wallach
Invitational, which was held at Bates Oct. 6-8.
The team's captain advanced to the finals after
defeating players from Bowdoin, Brancleis,
Tufts, and Bates. It took Alex MacDonald, the
eventual champion, to defeat Patrick on his
own court and end Patrick's rampage through
the ranks of NESCAC tennis.
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Women 's so ccer splits week
England defense let down again as Colby's Lauren
Gremelspacher '03 broke toward the net and put one
CO-SPORTS EDITOR
in at 69:22. New England had opportunities to avoid
Wednesday,Oct. 18 the Colby women's soccer being shut out late in the game. However, the Mules
team (8-5, 4-5 New England Small College Athletic managed to put together several brilliant stops en
Conference) crushed the University of New England route to a victory in their last home game of the seadub 4-0 on an extremely muddy afternoon. The field son.
Emily Posner '03was solid in the net for Colby as
was in horrible condition as a result of substantial
she
recorded two saves behind a tough Colby
rain, which made ball control a struggle for both
defense.
Melissa Dolbec and Jayne Tarkleson shared
teams. Nevertheless, Colby managed to get the ball
goalkeeping
duties for New England. Facing a bar'
to roll toward the Nor'easters' net.
rage
of
shots,
the pair recorded a total of 22 saves.
The Mules took control of the game from the
The
Colby
victory
can be credited to a solid team
,
beginning. With 11:21 on the dock in the first half
effort
against
a
respectable
New England squad.
'03
scored
on
a
header
off
Katie
Stacey Thurston
Saturday the Mules traveled to Brunswick to face
Egan's '02 corner kick. Egan's comer kick ability contributed to another Colby goal when Julie Brown '03 a skilled Bowdoin team (12-1-1, 7-1-1 NESCAC) in a
knocked in a shot that gave Colby a 2-0 lead at the game that determined the CBB champion. Colby finished up on the losing end in the6-0 game.
half.
The attack of senior Polar Bear Molly Perencevich
Colby continued to pressure the Nor'Easters' net
proved
overwhelming as her stellar play included
when Christine ODonnell '03 pounded the ball in at
two
goals
and an assist for the home team.
46:19. Following 20 minutes of pressure, the New

By JONATHAN ECK

Perencevich was responsible for Bowdoin's goals in
the first half. Colby out-shot Bowdoin 7-6, but was
unable to make good on any oi those first half
attempts.
Bowdoin dominated the second half of play as
Shelly Chessie and Lyndsay Sennott scored within
20 minutes of returning to the field. Quistine Goss
and Hilary Smith also pumped balls into the net as
the clock ticked down. Bowdoin goalie Sarah Fanner
shut down every Colby attempt as she earner her
19th career shutout. Posner made four Saves for the
Mules in the losing effort.
"The score was hard to swallow, but ifs just
another game. We have to take it for face value and
move on," said co-captain Katie Rowen '01. "Ifs
hard to beat a team twice in the NESCAC.I'm excited to play them tomorrow (Tuesday). A win of that
margin is going to take them into the game feeling
cocky."
Ball possession and sharp play are the primary
focuses for the Colby squad.
¦
.;. ' .;. - ¦ '

Men's tennis gives a good
showin g at tournament

The. results of theytourriamientwere
consistent
withthe Mules'performance
BUSINESS MANAGER
during most of the year. This was a
rebuilding year. The team has a lot of
This past weekend, the Colby
women's tennis team finished the sea- talent, but due to bad luck and the
this talent did not
son at the New England Women's youth of the team,
always
lead
to
victory.
While the team
Intercollegiate Tournament, one of the
had
some
heartbreaking
losses, in the
oldest Division 1
1 women's tennis
end
the
Mules'
consider
the . season a
tournaments in the country.Finishing
success,
which
they
will
continue to
12th put of 25 teams, the White Mules
build
on
in
the
spring.
ended the season on a relatively high
"I think we achieved many more
note.
goals
than we did last year," said
Colby went into the tournament
Wienski.
hoping to beat some of the teams they
The Mules finished with a record of
had fallen to in the regular season.
44.
The tournament "gave us a second
"That proves that weare continuing
chance to compete against some of the
to
get
better and continuing to grow as
tougher teams we lost to in individual
a team," said Wienski, who is predictmatches," said head , coach Julie
ing great things for the spring season.
Wienski.
The 12th-place finish does not "Colby will be a force to be reckoned
reflect the high caliber of play demon- with in the spring," she said.
Goss agreed,noting that the women
strated by the White Mules at the tourhad
improved a lot this past season,but
nament. The Colby players had tough
still
had to work on certain problems
drawfe for the number one and two sinthat
have been affecting them all year.
gles matches and the number one, two,
"We've
pinpointed these proband three doubles matches.
lems," said Goss. "The team knows
"We had some really good matches.'' said captain Erika Goss' '02. what it needs to do to have a winning
season in the spring and if they contin"Unfortunately, we came' out on the
ue to improve; they should have just
wrong side of the score cards."
that
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emerged victorious from his grouping and was only
eventually defeated by number-two seed and champion Alex MacDonald on MacDonald's home court.
On his way to the championship match, Patrick
11 A M - 1 AM
^ ^^^^^ fc QOJ^^^ r
defeated four opponents. He won 10 games to four in
the opening round Saturday, sending Louis Plough
back to Bowdoin. In the quarterfinals, Patrick won a
tiebreaker to defeat David Block from Brandeis 7-6, 64. To win his bracket, Patrick first beat the Jumbos'
Danny Lang 6-1, 7-6, and then defeated Brett Carty,
another Bates player, 6-1, 6-3.
In the meantime, Colby had other success stories
on the courts, including Jason Bidwell '02, John
McManigal '03 and rookie Clint Morse '04, who each
held his own against tough NESCAC opponents.
In Bidwell's opening round, he dominated the
match, defeating the number-three player from Tufts,
10-3. In his second round, Bidwell was unluckyily
paired against Bates' Brett Carty who was having an
excellent day on the courts.
McManigal defeated Matt Rymzo, Middlebury's
number-two player, who McManigal lost to earlier
this season at the Middlebury Invitational, in the
round of 16. In the quarterfinals, McManigal came
from being a set down to defeat Connecticut
College's number-one player.
"John was hitting a crisp tennis ball all day," said
Patrick. "It is great to see him posting big wins this
I DEEP DISH AND TOPPINGS EXTRA
I
i
early in his career."
DEEP DISH AND TOPPINGS EXTRA
!
McManigal was only kept from advancing when
I
Brandeis' Herb Miller, who was seeded fourth,
¦
defeated him in the semifinals.
I -i-lOW Not validwim any oihtr orfer.
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for the Mules this fall season, but with a lot of new
^
talent, the team should be a force to be reckoned with
in the NESCAC this spring. The team now looks forward to the spring season.
"We had a solid line-up forming this fall. A tournament like this should hel p us to build the confidence we need to contest wi^h the powerhouses of
the NESCAC/' ..,sa id Y Patrick. "The Wallach
Invitational was a great ending to our fall season. In
the spring, we will look to pi ck up r ight wher e we left
off," he added.
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Owen Patrick'01 assesses his last hit during a heated
practice
session earlierin thefall.

BY KRISTEN MOORE
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

"It was a big weekend for Colby men's tennis, I
think •we definitely exceeded my expectations going
into the tournament," said captain Owen Patrick '01.
"I think we made the best showing as a team."
Patrick made an outstanding showing himself,
leading the White Mules Oct. 7-8 at the Wallach
Invitational held at Bates College in Lewiston. The
tournament included New England Small College
Athletic Conference rivals Bates, . Bowdoin,
Connecticut College, Middlebury, and Tufts, as well
as Brandeis.
After b ein g seed ed th ir d In his bra cket , Pa t r ick
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Footba ll defeats Hamilto n

By MICHAEL KENNEDY
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The Colby f ootbal l tea m sh owed th e
Hamilton College Continentals what it's
made of in its 13-3 victory Saturday. The
team was led by the defense, which created
six turnovers and allowed only seven rushing yards in the game. The win was crucial
for the Mules after losing for the first time
this season to Amherst the previous week.
The defense showed its strength early in
the game, causing two fumbles in the first
quarter alone. The offense followed this
example/ scoring the first touchdown of the
game with 5:49 left in the first quarter.
Running-back Rashad Randolf '02 had a
seven-yard touchdown run to cap off a drive
in which Don Williams '03 caught two consecutive p asses and gained 46 yards. After a
missed extra-point attempt by Keith
Jonassen '02, the Mules had a 6-0 lead over
the Continentals.
Colby was quick to put more points up on
the board . The Mules began a drive on their
own 19-yard line with 1:49 left in the first
quarter. Danny Noyes '02 moved Colby 31
yards with his first two rushes of the drive.
Lou DiStasi '01 followed up with a 16-yard
reception and Noyes' eight-yard rush
brought Colby to the Continentals 18-yard
line. On the next play, Noyes received an 18y ard pass from quarterback Pat Conley '03 to
score the second touchdown ol the game.
After a successful extra-point attempt from
Jonassen; the Mules had a 13-0 lead.
The defense continued to dominate as
they forced another Hamilton fumble.
Wastin g no itme, th e Mules confiden tly
marched down to the Hamilton 26-yard line.
However, the drive was cut short when
Hamilton int ercep ted a p ass on its own 5yard line. The Mule defense held strong and
forced Hamilton to punt after the first series.
Once again the Colby offense march ed down
the field to the Hamilton 15-yard line, but
Jonassen's 25-yard attempt sailed left of the
goalpost. This left the score at 13-0 and it
remained the same until halftirne.
The Continen t als star ted of f the secon d
half strong. Starting on the Colby 31-yard
line, they moved up to the Colby 16 on a
pass interference penalty. However, the
Colby defense f orced t h e Con tinent als to
lose three yards in the next three plays and
Hamilton had to settle for a fiel d goal. Kicker
Greg Bemis split the upri ghts from 29 yards
out to give Hamilton its only points of the
game.
After a failed Colby drive, the
Continentals received a punt on their own
32-yard line. Eight pl ay s later, they were on
the Colby five-yard line. The Colby defense
held strong and stuffed the Continental

PHOTOS BY BRAD SEYMOUR/
THE COLBY ECHO

Patrick Conley '03 evades the
Hamilton rush (lefty, Conley led
the Mu les pa s t the Continenta ls
in la s t Satur d ay 's 13-3 victory.
P a ssing the ball to an open
man down field (below).
offense. This stand was capped off when
Mike DiStefano '03 sacked the Hamilton
quarterback for a nine-yard loss on third
down. The Continentals missed their field
goal attempt and the score remained 13-3.
Colby's defense took over in the fourth
quarter creating many key turnovers. In one
instance, Hamilton forced Colby's Joe
Murray '02 to fumble on the Mules' 18-yard
line. On the first play of Hamilton's drive
their quarterback Mike Pellman's pass was
intercep ted by Brandon Irwin '04 on the 16yard line. On their final drive Hamilton's
quarterback threw another interception, this
time to Patrick Fahey '01. Conley dropped to
his knee to end the game.
Co-captain Mark D'Ambrosio '0i was
very impressed with the way the defense
played. He said, "the offense has had to
score a lot of points in our first few games in
order for us to win. I'm glad that the defense
could hold up their end of the bargain to
help the team succeed."
Much of the energy that Colby fed off of
to win this game came from the loss they suffered to Amherst in the previous week.
"A loss only gives you more incentive to
train harder to win the next game," said
Conley. It was their first loss of the season
and it put them in a tie for first place with

Amherst. In action against the Lord Jeffs, Colby
started the scoring in the second quarter
when Conley threw a short touchdown pass
to running back Don Williams '03. Amherst
quickly retaliated with a touchdown of its
own on the first play of the ensuing drive.
Colby finished off the scoring for the first
half with a 55-yard touchdown reception by
Noyes to take the Mules into tlie locker room
with a 14-7 lead.
However, the game's momentum
changed in the second half. Amherst quarterback Peter Honig threw a record-breaking
91-yard touchdown pass early in the third
quarter that tied the game and left the Colby
defense in awe. Amherst followed this up
with two more unanswered touchdowns
capping the scoring off at 28-14.
"The key to our success this is season has
been making bi g plays at critical times," says
head coach Tom Austin. "We just didn't
respond to those critical opportunities this
game." .
Colby s ability to come back strong and
win their game against Hamilton proved the
true mettle of the team. Continued great play
like this should keep the Mules at the top of
the New England Small College Athletic
Conference standings.

Postsea son out of
Colby women compete at the Head of the Charles
reach for men 's soccer By GARRETT KEPHARDT

In the varsity eight race, the women Urstad '03 in the bow.
In addition to the regatta , the women
started
out strong, passing the boat from
CONTR IBUTIN G WRITER
of Dayton in the f irst mile. raced
at
the New Hampshire 4
the
University
game of the season, "
By MICHAEL SHEA
Saturday, Oct. 14, finishThe
managed
to
hold
off
UMassChampionships
.women
During this past weekend, the
The Polar Bears struck first after a
STAFF W R ITER
'for
ing
second
overall.
The women swept all ;
the
remainder
of
the
race
to
y.
j
Airtherst
women's.crew
team
traveled
to
Boston
tc$
scoreless first half , scoring off a through
out of 60"?¦ Bill Henson '03 of the Dili rowing colleges, losing only to
'
the
'-'fii^sh'-MlOtlt'
final
race;qf
ut^fhe
season.
at? 1
The men's soccer team faced another pass in the first 10 minutes of the second Tcomp^te
watched the women from the Elliot Bridge Community Rowing, a • Boston-based
tough week with three matches and came half. However, the Mules bounced back tKe'Head bf the Charles Regatta; Although!: on the Charles ju st before the race's finish boat that was made up of post-college
they
were
not
able
to
enjoy
festivities,
the
out with two wins, However, the one loss with a penalty kick goal by Ry der, drawn
and commented on the women's perfor- rowers.
that the White Mules suffered resulted in by Lue. The play remained even for the during Inauguration Weekend, the
Allen, seven-seat Robertson, and co- :
mance,
were
mathematicall y eliminating them from rest of the half. With five minutes to go in women
captains
Price and Evans were each mem-i
looked
I
"They
the game, Bowdoin scored the winning excited to row on
postseason play,
bers
of
the
Colby boat that traveled to the
he
said.
"They
I
good,"
Colby opened up the week by punish- gonl by way of a header, leaving Colby the Charles River
strong as Henley Regatta in England this past sum- 4
I
were
rowing
in
the
most
imporing the University of New England and without enough time to recover, and the
* of the I
I they passed under the mer. Price, who stroked the boat at the
finished by beating St. Joseph's College Mules became Bowdoin's ninth "straight tant ' race
*. * y
I
was Henley, spoke of their accomplishment.
I bridge.
vtf
jj
t
:
after Saturday 's loss to New England victim. Colby was one of only tftre< ?,team8
'[impre ssed by tKfli^-> ™*« 'It was nn incredible experience to race
2
?fhe
women
[•
Small College Athletic Conference rival to score on the Polar Bears aU^a'son.
["(performance in this '''' "at^such a prestigious event,..we didn't
"We took care of business against St, rowers were one I
Bowdoin. At tho close of the week the
expect to make It past the first round-it
I world-class regatta!"
of three Division
,.; Y
team was still winless in the NESCAC Joe's," said Serdjenian.
,
was a single elimination ladder-so we
the
I
Two
years
prior
Immediately following th6 difficult III boats to race in
and 5-6-2 overall. The team has one game
were pleased with our results,"
women
placed
I
Colby
left against rival Bates this Saturday, loss to Bowdoin, the Mules secured the 2- Sund ay 's champiThe Henley boa !meed schools from all
fourth
in
the
club
divirace,
on
division
I
I
where it looks to bring its record to an 0 win against the Monks of St. Joseph' s.
since over the world and made it to the final
sion
and
has
"The
other
57
even .500 and possibly eliminate the Colby controlled the ball throughou t the
which four, which was n surprise, In addition to *
game and David Manning '02 and tub'' boats were big schools with huge pro- moved into the champion division,
Bobcats from postseason piny.
Division I pow- these four Henley rowers, Kat ie
includes
from
such
boats
¦grams;
knew
that
spiwe
we
were
gplipjg
,
ro
In what co-captain BUI Getty '01 called scored, while goalie Justin Arnirault 'Pty;
pr^Seil iih e whole rapo," saldY^c'ap: erhouses as! Brown> Princeton , and the Lazdowski '02, Kat ie Ward-Waller '02,
''the team's most explosive output of the recorded his second shutout with ; t^vb , tbe
:
Lindsey William s '02, and Christina
*
. ./' ¦Vty " , '; ; U.Sr ^'d Germanj national teams,
season," Colby beat UNE, 8-1. After an saves. The lead allowed fpi- playing time- ;win^Ula*^Ev ahe^l,.
Abbey
Lavertu '02, who are abroad this semester,
White
Mules
were
coxed
by
TJhie
Many of the schools that Colby raced
earl y goal by the Nor 'ensters, Colby to be spread th roughout the team after
return for the spring season. With this •
ed
by
stroke
Ncwkirk
'03;
who
was
follow
against rely on their recruiting programs
quickly regrouped and took control of the Saturday 's Intense match.
Robertson
'03,
plethora of talent, the Colby women rowLeah
Em
i
ly
Allen
'03,
Freedman summed up Colby 's current to stack their boats with experience, a bengame. Jamie Lue '03 nette d three g oa l s f or
er s are ex ci te d f or the upcoming spr ing
Geissler
'03,
Jillian
Grace
Price
'01,
Evans,
efit
that
Colby,
as
a
Dili
college,
does not
a hat tr ick an d No am Dorros '01 and Carl p os i tion wi th one word : "frustrat ing,"
racing season.
'03,
and
Beth
Maggie
Kidd
'01,
EHIe
Boyce
have,
,
TVjgberk '02 each scored two, Jon Ryder Throughout the season the Mules have
'Q2 added a goal off of a penalty kick, proved that they have the talent to play
After the Mules dominated UNE last sen- with any loam In the NESCAC, but were
son an d then lost In overtime, there wns a unable to record victories. The young _-_----------------------------------------------------------------------------B...l...--_-i----l. B....l_,..._ ..,_~ .__¦ E!?..l?... ^—d~!!^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
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touch of revenge in Thursday 's victory. team clearly improved with every game.
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Co-cnpta1n Jny Freedman '01 said, "It was Getty points out that Colby did not score
good t o se c us putt ing that many goals enough in NESCAC games, and that
there were too many defensive breaknvyny."
; Saturday the Mules suff ered thoir downs thnt led to big goals.
From here the team looks to close out
most depressing loss of tho season to
;y Pqwdoin, the I3th-ranked team Jri the the season with a game .agaljn sl; the
CQtintry. Throughou t the gome there wns Bobcats and finish with ah even record,
Y in essence of team unity and the loam's The long time Colby/Bates . rivalry
, hard work created what hend conch Mark prpmls<?s to provide; groat actloj i in
's season dogier. ' ¦; ', '¦ 2y 'y,2:\ $.
¦
), 8e(f(Ijenian considered "the fastest pace! Saturday
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Women's soccer
fi ghts Bowdoin

leads men's tenn is
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